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Increasing energy bills, the need to reduce carbon emissions and the raft of
challenging legislation are driving the demand for alternative forms of
domestic heating to improve energy efﬁciency.
The Ecodan system provides reliable affordable heating and hot water to
help reduce your energy bills and your carbon emissions. If you’re looking to
replace your existing heating system our award winning Ecodan range is
perfect for any property type.
Heat Pump technology has been used around the world for decades and
Mitsubishi Electric have developed the Ecodan range – one of the most
advanced heating systems available today.
See mitsubishielectric.ie/heating for more or locall 1890 326 326
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The rise of “heat
as a service”

Stand and deliver!

W

hile there is no denying the adverse impact
of Covid-19, it has also presented building
services engineering with major opportunities.
Indeed, it could be argued that it has highlighted
the responsibility of the sector to deliver safer,
healthier and more comfortable indoor environments,
and by means that are both sustainable and
environment-friendly.
It may seem like a tall order. However, those of us
within the sector know full well that the products,
systems, technology, experience and knowledge
already exists. However, to date perhaps clients and
the public were not receptive enough, or prepared to
prioritise these objectives over cost considerations.
That has now changed. The dual crises of the
environment and Covid-19 are now top of everyone’s
agenda. People are looking for, and receptive to,
solutions that solve both, and in a related manner.
Buildings services engineering has the answer. Now
is the time to shout it from the rooftops and deliver.
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The past two to three years has
seen an explosion in the number
of “heat as a service” type
offerings in the residential sector.
Dr Lindsay Sugden, Head of
Heat, Delta-EE investigates.
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Versatile Group goes Scottish!
Versatile Group has appointed Philip Treacy (pictured) to the role of Operations
Director, Ireland and Scotland. In his new role Philip will work closely with Zehnder
Group to grow the brand’s presence in Scotland.
The appointment will build on Versatile’s technical
expertise and commercial acumen for the traditional
commercial speciﬁcation supply chain, focusing on
architects, consulting engineers and mechanical
contractors.
Philip, who has more than 15 years’ experience
working within the HVAC industry, will concentrate
on expanding Versatile’s distribution of Zehnder
products in Scotland, speciﬁcally radiators and radiant
panels for commercial applications. To date, Versatile
has been involved in some high-proﬁle projects in
Scotland, including The Machrie Hotel on the Isle of
Islay, The University of Dundee, Aberdeen Art Gallery
and Dumfries Learning Town, to name a few.
Versatile already enjoys a long-standing relationship
with Zehnder that spans nearly 40 years. Nigel Coston,
Commercial Sales Director at Zehnder Group UK,
said: “Versatile has a fantastic knowledge of our innovative range of indoor climate
solutions and we look forward to collaborating closely with Philip in order to maximise
opportunities across Scotland.”

CIBSE ASHRAE
symposium
The ﬁrst ever virtual CIBSE ASHRAE
technical symposium will take place on 14/15
September 2020. The theme is Engineering
Buildings, Systems and Environments for
Effective Operation.
Topics already conﬁrmed include:
• Heat networks for a low energy future;
• Solar and passive strategies towards
net zero;
• Hydrogen and thermal batteries for low
impact buildings;
• IAQ: novel methods for evaluation,
assessment and control;
• Integration of ﬁre safety and smoke control;
• Natural ventilation systems and air
quality;
• Tall and megatall buildings – reality of
net zero.
See cibse.org for details.

IGBC wants renovation prioritised

Reward for standards
contribution

The Irish Green Building Council (IGBC) has called on the Government to

Engineers Ireland has formally

prioritise deep energy home renovation and to focus on developing skills for those hit
by the crisis to work in this sector.
CRO Pat Barry (pictured), said: “The Programme for Government’s commitment to retroﬁt
500,000 homes by 2030, as well as build more homes, means
we need to rapidly increase the number of skilled construction and
renovation workers. The current crisis has created unemployment,
which disproportionately affects young people and those living in
rural Ireland. The stimulus plan should hence focus on helping
the transfer of workers from hard hit sectors into areas such
as green renovation.”
More speciﬁcally, Barry said that Government should:
• provide absolute long-term ﬁnancial certainty on
renovation, by putting in place a 10-year ring-fenced
budget for retroﬁt consistent with the 2030 targets;
• offer an attractive ﬁnancial package such as a form
of COVID-19 payment for suitable workers to transfer from
hard-hit sectors, such as hospitality and and tourism, to
upskilling training and apprenticeships in renovation;
• reduce VAT on professional services offered for advice
on home energy renovation.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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endorsed its members’ participation in
standards committees as a form of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD).
These committees, operated by the National
Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI), help
in the creation of national, European and
international standards.
Maurice Buckley, President of Engineers
Ireland, said: “Many of our members
are very positively impacted by their
involvement in standards committees.
I have seen ﬁrst-hand how companies and
individual engineers gain a tremendous
knowledge through their engagement with
such work. It is an activity we have always
encouraged within Engineers Ireland, and
we’re delighted to strengthen that by
qualifying the time dedicated to the work
on NSAI standards committees as part of
a member’s annual CPD requirement.”
4
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Pioneering for You

WILO-YONOS MAXO,
NOW AVAILABLE WITH WILO-CONNECT MODULE.

The Wilo-Connect Module Expanding the Wilo-Yonos MAXO Capabilities
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For more information please contact our sales team.
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Siemens appoints Wilson
Howard Wilson has been appointed Sales Manager for Siemens
Building Products in Ireland and will be responsible for the Desigo
Building Management System and associated peripheral devices. He
also has responsibility for the Siemens Gamma KNX product range, and
the Cerberus PRO ﬁre detection
systems through the Siemens
partner network.
Howard has extensive
knowledge and experience in
the BMS industry having worked
for over 14 years for both
manufacturers and systems
houses. He graduated from the
Technological University Dublin
with a B.Eng. in control and
automation systems.
“Siemens Smart Infrastructure
is shaping the market for intelligent, adaptive infrastructure for
today and for the future. Our portfolio of building products provides
customers with integrated building management software and
platforms for automation, ﬁre safety, security and other domains,“
commented Wilson.
Contact: Howard Wilson, Siemens Building Products.
Tel: 086 – 031 8480; email: howardwilson@siemens.com

Waterford North Quays
Waterford City & County Council has recently granted planning
permission for the Waterford North Quays project proposed by Falcon
Real Estate Development Ireland.
North Quays is over eight hectares of urban regeneration on a
stunning, south-facing 1km historic quayside waterfront in the centre of
Waterford City. The site consists of a sustainable transport hub and will be
the largest mixed-use real estate development in the South East. The
project will see a new city-centre skyline emerge for Waterford city centre
The total combined estimated private and public investment in North
Quays is over F500 million, with the North Quays development delivering
nearly 2,900 full time jobs on the development itself by 2023.

Chadwicks Gorey rebrand
Chadwicks Group Heiton Buckley
outlet in Knockmullen Retail Park, Gorey has
been rebranded to Chadwicks Gorey as part
of a nationwide rebrand started in 2018.
Chadwicks Gorey has undergone an
extensive refurbishment. Along with a
new interior, customers will also see the
introduction of new ranges across bathrooms
and doors and ﬂoors.
Commenting on the rebrand, Robert Deacon,
Chadwicks Gorey Branch Manager, said:
“Heiton Buckley in Gorey has had a wonderful
history in the town, and the team and I are
delighted to commence our new chapter as
Chadwicks Gorey. While there may now be
a new name above the door, our familiar team
of experts are still all on hand to serve our
loyal customers.”
Patrick Atkinson, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer,
Chadwicks Group with Robert Deacon,
Chadwicks, Gorey Branch Manager.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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Sonica appoints Dan Ryan
Construction Director
Sonica, the ﬁt-out and construction company,
has appointed Dan Ryan as Construction Director.
In his new role Ryan will oversee all future
construction operations, supporting Sonica in
targeting large-scale
business projects
both locally and
internationally.
With over 18 years
of experience in the
construction industry,
Ryan has held prior
roles such as Project
Director and Operations
Manager in which he
managed commercial
and residential
projects of between
F10 million to F50 million. He has also worked on
construction projects in the US, with experience of
construction teams in Alaska.
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Call 057 9126974
www.grant.eu

Save time and maximise efficiencies on
new build & retrofit projects
Our Free Home Heating Design Service can provide greater long-term savings. Take advantage
of our team’s specialist knowledge and allow us to correctly size the heating system and specify
best suited heating products for the property, taking it to a new class of efficiency.
Service includes room by room heat loss calculations based on SR:50 guidelines, correct sizing
and combination of Grant products including the A+++ Aerona³ R32 air source heat pump,
A rated pre-plumbed hot water cylinders, Afinia aluminium radiators and Uflex underfloor
heating system. We can ensure NZEB standards (Part L) are met along with requirements for
EPC, CPC and BER certification.
Start the journey to zero carbon today in 3 easy steps…

Send house plans, contact number
& preference of heat emitters
heatpump@grantengineering.ie

A member of our team will
be in touch to discuss your
requirements

You will receive full property
specifications with recommended
products all available from Grant

All specified products are designed to work together as part of the Grant Multiple Package Solutions offering
Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 2020
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Brightroom and remote working
During the present COVID-19 pandemic, required isolation measures have seen
architecture practices across the country faced with the challenge of providing support to
both staff and clients, while at the same time keeping a ﬁrm operating. For many, the switch
to remote working has been quick, with the adjustment compounded by the loss of ofﬁce life
with its social aspects, technological advantages and accessible resources.
With working from home increasingly common and necessary, easy access to both
sharable, centralised information can play
a signiﬁcant role in maintaining work ﬂows,
productivity and communication. In this way,
Brightroom can help architects deal with
some of the challenges faced by the
industry today.
Brightroom is an online product library
which brings together Ireland’s leading
architectural product suppliers. The website
features a digital catalogue of contemporary
building products which allows for quick
and straightforward comparison between
available products and technologies.
The website includes speciﬁcation sheets,
building regulation compliance information, declarations of performance and 2D/3D drawing
ﬁles. All can be quickly linked or downloaded by design team members. Working from a single,
shared resource, architectural practices can ensure that clients, colleagues and consultants are
all operating with the same data in mind.
For more information on Brightroom and the services it offers to architects, technologists
and suppliers visit http://brightroom.ie. You can also talk with Brightroom at Architecture
& Building Expo 2020 (RDS, 24/25 November 2020).

Small and efﬁcient
Condair humidiﬁer
Condair RM is a new low-capacity resistive
steam humidiﬁer that can provide up to 8kg of
steam to a duct. This level of output is ideal for
applications like CRAC units in data centres,
MRI suites in hospitals and high-end residential
humidiﬁcation.
It is also ideal for offering zonal humidity
control in branch ducts of buildings like galleries
or multi-occupancy ofﬁces, where a speciﬁc area
of the building requires an independently managed
humidity level.
The Condair RM reduces the cost of
consumables when compared to electrode boiler
humidiﬁers, as it incorporates a boiling chamber
that can be cleaned to remove limescale, rather
than needing disposable plastic cylinders. That
also makes it a more sustainable solution. As the
Condair RM has resistive heating elements, it can
operate on RO water, as well as a regular mains
water supply. As RO water is virtually mineral-free,
scale build-up is nearly eliminated, further improving
the service efﬁciency of the unit.

Pinergy and eLight focus
Pinergy, the smart energy company which provides 100% green electricity, and eLight,
the “Light as a Service” (LaaS) provider, are bringing their specialist expertise together with
a new proposition speciﬁcally for the student accommodation sector in Ireland.
The new proposition means that, when student accommodation
owners sign up with Pinergy, they will have access to fully-funded LED
lighting retroﬁts with a loyalty bonus the longer they stay with Pinergy.
This provides them with the beneﬁts of green energy as well as control
and oversight of energy usage in individual accommodation units.
Pinergy’s collaboration with eLight ensures businesses, schools, commercial
property owners and facility management specialists can easily switch to
LED lighting for a ﬁxed monthly service fee, avoiding any upfront
payments. For customers, the energy savings are greater than the monthly
service fee, allowing them to unlock free cashﬂow from day one as well
as to improve the quality of their lighting and reduce carbon emissions.
Pinergy’s Smart App allows users to easily track and monitor their daily
energy usage, with special student rate tariffs also available for student
accommodation properties.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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Condair RM, the new low-capacity resistive
steam humidiﬁer from Condair.

The unit is compact in size at just 470mm
wide, 350mm high by 150mm deep, making it
ideal to locate in plant rooms. It can be wall or
ﬂoor-mounted and is available in capacities ranging
from just 2 to 8kg/h, with full modulation across
the output.
For further information see www.condair.ie
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• 90% REDUCED WATER CONTENT
• UP TO 15% ENERGY SAVINGS
• 3 TIMES MORE HEAT OUTPUT
• HEATS A ROOM 9 TIMES FASTER
• SIZE REMAINS COMPACT WHEN
WORKING WITH HEAT PUMPS
AND SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY
• LOW NOISE
• FREE COOLING

The nZEB Radiator Range

nZEB Radiator

Maxi 2020 Radiator

The Guardian Radiator

Mini Freestanding Radiator

Built-in Radiator

Mini Canal Trench Heater

Register now for Versatile’s CIBSE & RIBA accredited CPD webinar “The Evolution to nZEB Radiators”,
which explores recent advances in low water content heating and compliance with nZEB standards.
Register at www.versatile.ie/cpd-seminars

Beechmount Home Park,
Navan, Co. Meath
+353 (0)46 902 9444
sales@versatile.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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ISH 2021 gets ofﬁcial go-ahead
Against the background of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, next year’s ISH has
been given the go-ahead and will now take place on 22 to 26 March 2021. Wolfgang
Marzin, President and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of Messe Frankfurt, said: “Trade fairs are
vital business platforms for boosting the
economy, especially at this time. We are,
therefore, very pleased that the German
government has given us the go-ahead.
“After months without any trade fairs,
there is a great need in the HVAC and water
sector for a platform for placing orders and,
in particular, for holding personal discussions
and making new contacts. ISH captures the
essence of the sector with its DNA ‘Water.
Energy. Life.’
“ISH stands for tomorrow’s intelligent building services technology and puts the
focus on subjects such as digitalisation, BIM, indoor air quality and the hygienic aspects
of ventilation technology. Simultaneously, it is the main marketplace for the bathroom
as a wellness and health facility, as well as a trend barometer for bathroom design
and innovative sanitation solutions in both the private and public spheres.
See www.ish.messefrankfurt.com

Ermen Systems’
new website
Ermen Systems specialises in
indoor air quality and tackling sick
building syndrome. It has a number
of products/technologies
that create a healthier
working environment,
protect building
occupants and reduce
operating/energy
costs, considerably.
Two of these products
– the Airius PureAir and the
Aspira Rhinocomfort – can be
deployed to eliminate airborne and
surface viruses and bacteria.
See the comprehensive range of
products at Ermen Systems’ new website
at www.ermensystems.ie

SJG goes 100%
green

Xylem OEM Centre of Excellence

One of Ireland’s premiere
joinery manufacturers,
Specialist Joinery Group (SJG),
has transitioned to a fully
green electricity supply,
through a partnership with
green energy innovators
3T Power.
This renewable electricity
supply contract partnership will
enable SJG reduce the carbon
output of its 145,000 sg ft
manufacturing facility by over
360,000kg per year, while also
ensuring long-term savings
through the conﬁrmation of a
low-cost, secure energy tariff.
SJG also has a wood waste
burner, a solar panel system
which generates 50% of the
facility’s electricity needs, and
has invested heavily in the
planting of trees.

the company’s OEM innovation, expanding the group’s current offering through an
innovative and customised “plug and play” solutions range. A most recent example is
Xylem’s premium GHVR reduced footprint booster set.
Kevin Devine, General Manager Sales, Xylem Water Solutions Ireland explains: “Customers
can make signiﬁcant efﬁciency gains and cost savings by
outsourcing their processes to Xylem. What could take
seven to 14 days in a factory, or at their own facilities,
Xylem can now turn around and ship within one to
two days.
“The ability for products to be shipped the same day
in an emergency dramatically reduces the downtime of
facilities, which can be vital. Distributors and other
customers can equally beneﬁt from working with Xylem
as a one-stop-shop for their packaged solutions. It is an
exciting and important step towards our continued
objective of being the partner of choice for OEM
solutions, whether that be from a standard product
range, or engineered-to-order special solutions.”
Contact: Kevin Devine, General Manager Sales, Xylem
Water Solutions Ireland. Tel: 01 – 452 4444; Mobile: 087
– 757 7411; email: kevin.devine@xyleminc.com

Xylem Water Solutions’ new European Centre of Excellence (CoE) will spearhead

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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Thanks to the new CoE facility at Amminister, customers
can make signiﬁcant efﬁciency gains and cost savings by
outsourcing their processes to Xylem.
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MHIAE strengthens collaborations with Beijer
Ref UK & Ireland
Following a successful
partnership, Beijer Ref UK
& Ireland has extended an
exclusive distribution
agreement to distribute
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
air conditioning and heat
pump products in Ireland.
Under this agreement, Beijer
Ref UK & Ireland has formed
an exclusive partnership to
strengthen both parties’
positions in the Irish markets.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air
Conditioning Europe (MHIAE)
will continue distribution to Beijer
Ref UK & Ireland companies
Dean & Wood, HRP, RW,
while exclusively supplying
to DWG across Ireland.
John Billson Managing Director
of Beijer Ref UK & Ireland
said, “We have traded in air
conditioning for over 30 years
but only recently being given the
tools to success through the close

partnership with MHIAE. I am
delighted that the exclusive
support has been extended”.
Ryoichi Kariya Managing Director
of MHIAE adds, “Beijer Ref is a
fantastic partner who has joined
our passion and grown market
share in our air conditioning and
water heating products across
the whole of Europe”.

The two companies who are growing the air conditioning market
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air Conditioning Europe
MHIAE is a pioneer within the air conditioning industry, dedicated to moving the world forward with innovative air
conditioning products. Built on a legacy of design and manufacturing from its parent-company,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries – MHIAE offer cutting-edge solutions across domestic,
commercial and industrial applications. Find out more at: https://mhiae.com.

DWG in Ireland
DWG is an established refrigeration and air conditioning wholesaler with
bases in Dublin and Cork. DWG specialises in the sale of Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries air conditioning products. Devoted to its customers and to adapting
to market changes they also offer technical, local stock, logistical assistance
as well as pre and after sales support. For more information, visit:
lll#Yl\Z^gZ#^Z

www.dwgeire.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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Schneider ceiling
accessories
Schneider Electric has introduced a new range of ceiling
accessories designed to increase safety and convenience for
homeowners, decorators and electricians. Included to make
decorating tasks easier, safer and more time-efﬁcient is the
6” T2 ceiling pendant set and the T2 ceiling batten holder.
The new ceiling
accessories are designed
with an internal
decorator’s cover which
eliminates the need
for mains electricity to
be isolated. The outer
cover is unscrewed for
decorating to ensure a
neat, even ﬁnish while
the inner cover remains
in place to protect live
terminals and remove the
risk of accidental contact.
To access the terminals the inner cover can be
unclipped using the locking tab though its locking
method ensures that it cannot be accidentally removed.

TEA scales up deep retroﬁt
Tipperary Energy Agency has secured signiﬁcant EU funding
to further the development of its domestic retroﬁt programme,
SuperHomes Ireland. SuperHomes 2030 – supported by the EU
Horizon 2020 programme – commenced in Tipperary recently and will
run for three years.

The main aim of SuperHomes 2030 is to support the scaling up of
deep renovation in Ireland, as well as supporting and engaging with
other retroﬁt programmes across Europe. It will build on the
experience and track record of the SuperHomes Ireland programme
which has retroﬁtted hundreds of Irish homes since 2015, and will
address the ﬁnancial and information barriers of retroﬁt for
homeowners and businesses alike.

New dates for Architecture & Building Expo 2020
With construction site activity and employment levels increasing on a daily basis, Architecture
& Building Expo – held in conjunction with the RIAI Conference – is going ahead with new dates
on Thursday and Friday, 24/25 November 2020.
These new dates
were chosen in the
context of current
Government Covid
guidelines, while all
the correct health
and safety protocols
will be observed
during build up and
over the two days
of the show itself.
There is a great
desire for face-toface meetings, albeit regulated by appropriate hygiene and social-distancing measures. Architecture
& Building Expo will deliver that. Apart from the obvious networking opportunities it offers,
all the industry’s leading product and system solutions providers will be exhibiting.
In addition, there will be a full programme of related events including the presentation of the
RIAI Awards 2020, the Product of the Show Awards, The Interior Architecture and Design Awards,
and a whole series of seminars and workshop presentations.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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CSA awards
postponed
The Commissioning
Specialists Association
(CSA) has made the difﬁcult
decision to move this year’s gala
awards ceremony into next year.
The awards recognise business
and professional excellence
across the commissioning arena,
and attract entries from all
industry sectors.
Having already postponed
the event from its usual June
dateline to late November, it is
now apparent that further
uncertainty with regard to social
distancing could also impact
that date. The event will now
be staged on Thursday, 10 June
2021, at the Guoman Tower
Hotel, adjacent to Tower Bridge
in London.
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ANDREWS.

BUILT TO
PERFORM.
Meet the number one team.
Our diverse range of water heaters are designed for
most demanding of environments, and are the industry’s
YZ[JOVPJLMVYX\HSP[`HUKYLSPHIPSP[`7\YTHYRL[SLHKPUN
experts are at the forefront of setting industry standards,
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Call *H_P8V[[LY[VU5`ZVU on
!  or visit
andrewswaterheaters.co.uk

Try this on for size…
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Register today at sizeit.co.uk
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System demand must be deﬁned

Pumps – maximising
energy savings through
‘systems approach’
Various countries around the world have taken
different approaches to energy usage and possible
energy reduction. Across Europe, the European
Commission has concentrated on components within
the Energy Related Products Directive (ErP).

System Curve

Head

Operating
Point

NPSHR

NPSHR

Power

Power

The “systems approach”
It is important from the outset to
deﬁne what is meant by a “systems
approach”. A pumping system is
deﬁned as one or more pumps and
those interacting or interrelating
Figure 1: Pump system interaction curve.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1

Europump.indd 2

Head

Efﬁciency

Efﬁciency

The ErP focuses heavily on the
efﬁciency of the products and the
Commission has already implemented
legislation to ensure that products
with low efﬁciency are gradually
phased-out across Europe. A signiﬁcant
step in the right direction for sure,
although new “energy efﬁcient”
components may still be required to
operate within an inefﬁcient system,
impacting hugely on any possible
efﬁciency gains.
To evaluate the energy efﬁciency
of a pumping system takes time,
knowledge, and the will by both the
pump system energy auditor and the
pump’s operator (customer) to make
a determined change. However, the
rewards are deﬁnitely worth the
effort. The potential energy savings
throughout Europe are estimated at
being between 40-50 TWh if the
necessary changes to inefﬁcient
pumping systems are made.

elements that together accomplish
the desired task of moving a liquid.
A pumping system generally
includes pump(s), driver, drives,
distribution piping, valves, controls,
instrumentation, and end-use
equipment such as heat exchangers.
Using the “systems approach”
involves comparing the need or
demand to the supply.
It is important to understand how
the different components in a system
interact and inﬂuence each other. A
change to one component might
improve or negatively impact other
components.
An example of this is replacing
an old inefﬁcient motor that is
employed to drive a pump, with a

Flowrate
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2-YEAR
WARRANTY

Calpeda Aquarius® Tank System
Features and Benefits
Q Very quiet operation (48DB)
Q Ideal in areas where mains pressure is low
or inconsistent
Q Certified for use with drinking water
Q Over 30 different pump options
Q Jacketed motor technology
Q Dry-run protection built in as standard
Q Pressures up to 12 Bar and flow of
183 litres/minute
Q Forty different water tank size options
(100lt to 2000lt)
Q Pressure control options
Q Outlet drain connections of 11/4” and 1”
fitted as standard
Q Tanks can be inter-connected for larger
storage capacities
Q All units fully leak and pressure-tested,
and certified
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“Calpeda Aquarius, the Irish
designed and manufactured
tank system, meets the
demand for a self-contained,
integrated pump and water
storage solution.”
Calpeda Pumps Ireland Ltd
Unit 5 Old Quarry Campus
Northwest Business Park
Phase 3
Blanchardstown, D15 Y4EK
Tel: 01- 861 2200; email: info@calpedaireland.com

www. ie.calpeda.com 15
02/06/2020 13:07
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modern high-efﬁciency motor. The
newer high-efﬁciency motor will
have less slip and will run faster than
the old motor. When the pump is
running faster, it will consume more
energy and this increase in energy
usage can be larger than the savings
produced by the more efﬁcient
motor. To reap optimum savings
from the change, the pump impeller
might have to be trimmed.
A “system approach” starts with
deﬁning the ultimate goal of the
system. This includes determining
the ﬂow rates that the system must
be able to deliver, whether there
are ﬂow variations and what kind
of control is necessary. These
requirements will inﬂuence the
choice of piping size, control
methods, pump size, motor size
and so on.
Figure 1 uses the pump and system
performance curves to determine
pump operating conditions and to
evaluate methods of ﬂow control.
To determine the efﬁciency of a
system, the minimum energy to fulﬁll
the process demand is compared to
the actual energy used. Figure 2
illustrates the difference between
looking at components and looking
at systems. The diagram shows a
remarkably simple system pumping
a liquid from one tank to another.
When looking at the component
perspective we compare the input
power to the motor from the MCC
to the liquid output from the motor
and the pump (captured by the
purple square). This analysis could
indeed yield an excellent result. If
we broaden the view to the elements
within the green outline, we can see
a re-circulating line going back to the
ﬁrst tank. The ﬂow rate coming out
of the purple square in is essence
greater than the green area. However,
the power input is the same.
Finally, we take a complete system
view and include the losses in the
recirculation line as well as the losses
in the regulating valve on the line to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1

Europump.indd 3

Deﬁning the System
Users need
to deﬁne
the system
demand i.e.
what is required
for the system
to work.

Figure 2: Efﬁciency of a pump measured on a component basis (purple box) based on the
ratio between the pump’s input and output. The system view includes a re-circulation line
as shown by the green box. Looking at the complete pumping system using a total system
approach is illustrated by the red box

the second tank (the red outline).
What might have looked like a
reasonably good system when
measuring the components in the
purple square can be viewed as an
extremely low-efﬁciency system when
looked at using the systems approach
illustrated by the red outline.
To do this we need to deﬁne the
system demand, i.e. the minimum
pressure, ﬂow rate and subsequent
energy for the pumping system to
work. To understand the knowledge
and tools required to assess the
system, industry spent many years
developing the international
standard ISO 14414 – Pump System
Energy Assessment.

Europe we have the Energy Efﬁciency
Directive which mandates energy
audits in systems. For the electrical
energy savings identiﬁed in pumping
systems to be fully achieved, there
needs to be a far stronger emphasis
on the “systems approach” and a
commitment to make this happen
from both the pump industry and
its ﬁnal end users – those that
will ultimately beneﬁt from lower
energy bills.
For further information on
Europump, please visit the website
www.europump.org – or contact its
Secretary General, Pierre Lucas, via
email at pierre.lucas@orgalim.eu Q

Conclusion
There are many exciting energy
use improvement programs being
developed around the world, but in

Europump would like to thank
Steve Schoﬁeld, CEO, British Pump
Manufacturers’ Association, for his
help in compiling this article.
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Why ecocirc is
a smarter choice.
SIMPLICITY
EFFICIENCY
• Best-in-class energy
efficiency (EEI ≤0.18)
• ECM motor for intelligent
speed control
• Lower power
consumption
• Optimized hydraulic

•
•
•
•

Easy to set up
Compact and easy to install
Easy to read (ecocirc+)
External control and
monitoring via Bluetooth®
wireless technology
(ecocirc+)

RELIABILITY
Y

• Robust design
• Dry-run protection
• Warnings and alarms
visualization
• Error codes (ecocirc+)

ECONOMY

• Insulation shell as standard
• Cost savings with Night Mode
(ecocirc+)
• Comfort self-optimization with
eAdapt (ecocirc+)

www.xylem.com/ie
+353 (0) 1 452 4444
enquiriesireland@xyleminc.com

Lowara, ecocircby
are trademarks
of XylemDublin,
Inc. or one of
its subsidiaries. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by BluetoPublished
ARROW@TU
2020
oth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Xylem Service Italia S.r.l. is under license.

7 Xylem June 2020.indd 1
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COVID-19
What impact on building
services design?
The SARS-CoV2 virus which causes
Covid-19 has had a signiﬁcant
impact on all aspects of our
lives and none more so than
on the built environment. Its
emergence has highlighted
potential long-term risks that
have forced many people to
rethink what the workplace is.
The early signs indicate that much
of this change will focus on remote
working, but also that the ofﬁce
environment is here to stay and
will need to adapt to meet these
emerging demands, writes Cian
Dowling, Director, Axiseng.

T

here are several sources
of information on how
SARS-CoV2 will impact the
design and operation of HVAC
systems. However, guidance
should be taken from recognisable
bodies in that ﬁeld such as CIBSE,
REHVA and ASHRAE.
All these bodies have a common
thread to their advice which is
that increasing ventilation rates
in buildings is the most effective
means of reducing the risks to
occupants. The principle is to
dilute and ideally remove airborne
pathogens as much as possible,
thus reducing the risk to the
users of the space. This will have

The Molesworth Street development with restaurant at ground ﬂoor and ofﬁces above
typiﬁes the type of challenge now facing building services designers.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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an impact on the design and
operation of existing buildings,
largely due to current thinking
that SARS-CoV-2 (“the virus”) is
more likely to spread from within
the building, and not through
the supply of external air.
Therefore, increasing fresh air
into a building is an important
element in reducing the risk of
spreading the virus.
Firstly, let’s look at the design
of new buildings. Increased fresh
air will have an impact on the
size of risers and plant spaces
required to house them. It will
also impact on ceiling void depths,
as duct sizes increase to deliver
the fresh air to the occupied
spaces within the building.
Consideration could be given
to increasing duct velocities.
However, this would need to be
balanced with the current Part L
requirements for Speciﬁc Fan
Power (SFP) and resultant potential
noise issues. The overall volume
increases could be avoided by a
reduction in occupation densities
in buildings, though we are
currently not seeing a reduction
in the densities being requested
by building clients in the market.
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For toilet ventilation, it is often
the case that the toilet area has
an “extract only” and the makeup air is taken from the adjacent
areas such as the corridor or
ofﬁce. While this arrangement
is regulation compliant, it does
encourage air to be drawn from
the ofﬁce area to the toilet
area, which is a conﬁned space.
Consideration should be given
to dedicated supply and extract
air to the toilets which limits the
negative pressure that the toilets
are under. This will reduce the
transfer of air from the ofﬁce to
the toilet area and will increase
the overall fresh air rate in the
building. Like all other increases
in fresh air intake, this will
require additional riser space
when compared to an “extract
only” system.
Heat recovery is also an important
element of any energy efﬁcient
building. Separation of supply
and extract is an important
consideration. Avoiding
recirculation of extract air has
always been an important
consideration when locating
intakes and discharges, but this
will become more important in
the context of managing the
virus spread within a building.
Increasing the rate of ﬁltration is
not something that is advised in
the ﬁght against the spread of
the virus by any of the bodies
noted already so normal rates
of ﬁltration continue to apply.
An alternative design option
may well be to consider natural
ventilation or displacement. An
engineered, naturally-ventilated

“

Covid and Design edit.indd 3

Cherry Orchard nursing units are a reminder of the extra challenges presented by care
homes and hospitals.

building will largely rely on
moving signiﬁcantly more fresh
air to control the space than say
a fan coil unit (FCU) system. In
recent years this has not been a
popular option for owner occupiers
or developers but perhaps it has
more merit when consideration
is given to increasing fresh air
rates. It is unlikely to appeal
to most, but perhaps worth
considering.
There is also some evidence that
occupants are more susceptible
to infection when the relative
humidity is below 30%. This can
happen during the colder months
when the HVAC systems are largely
in heating mode. Consideration
should be given to humidity
control though this will have an

Any ventilation system using
mixing as a means of heat
recovery will need to be set
to operate on full fresh air.
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effect on space, capital expenditure
and operational expenditure.
It will also impact on Part L
requirements due to increased
energy usage. The increased levels
of fresh air in the winter months
will tend to decrease internal
humidity as more dry air is being
introduced into the building.
Having humidity measurement as
part of the BMS within the occupied
zones will add little cost at design
stage and will give great comfort
to both building operators and
occupants.
For building operators, it is
essential that they fully understand
the operation of the ventilation
system. There are several types of
these in operation and small
variants could mean the difference
in them understanding fully how
their supply and extract systems
operate or not. From an operation
point of view increased running
time on air handling plant should
be considered. Also, where demand
control is in use this should be set
up to achieve maximum fresh air
19
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to the building. Toilet ventilation
plant should be run 24/7, ensuring
that a negative pressure is
maintained in toilet cubicles to
minimise aerosols transmission.
This will have an impact on
energy usage but is generally
seen as a small penalty when
considered in the context of the
pandemic being experienced.
A signiﬁcant consideration in
the operation of AHU, and in
particular those with heat recovery,
is to ensure that there is no
signiﬁcant leakage from the
extract to the supply. This can be
caused by poorly-designed or
commissioned AHUs where the
positive extract pressure can
exceed the positive supply
pressure at the heat exchanger.

The principles of wellbeing are very well incorporated in the Axa ﬁt-out.

This should be checked and
adjusted if required. Similarly,
when maintenance is being
carried out, or when a supply fan

Pharmaceutical facilities are perhaps the better examples of best practice in the industry.
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fails on a system, care is needed
to ensure that the positive
extract pressure does not exceed
the supply pressure at the heat
exchanger. Also, any ventilation
system using mixing as a means
of heat recovery will need to be
set to operate on full fresh air.
While clogged ﬁlters are not
a contamination source in the
context of SARS-CoV2, they reduce
supply airﬂow which has a
negative effect on the ability to
remove and dilute concentrations
of contaminant. Thus, ﬁlters should
be replaced according to normal
procedure when pressure or time
limits are exceeded, or according
to scheduled maintenance.
The emergence of UV ﬁltration
is also an interesting development.
As noted, none of the bodies
recommend the increase of
ﬁltration of outside air. However,
could UV ﬁltration within say
an FCU provide a means of
continuously ﬁltering the air
within the occupied space as it
is continuously recirculated
through the FCU? There are
currently uncertainties about a
variety of factors affecting UV
performance, including dosage,
wavelength and exposure time.
A life-cycle analysis would be
required on this as it has capital
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and maintenance cost
considerations.
In areas where it is difﬁcult
to increase ventilation rates, it
may be appropriate to consider
using local air cleaning and
disinfection devices. The most
appropriate devices are likely
to be local HEPA ﬁltration units
or those that use UV radiation.
Although neither of these have
been proven to fully eliminate
the virus, there is evidence that
they can assist.
Considerations not related
to the ventilation system would
be the use of contactless
technologies where possible.

less of a risk. There are also
system integrators who can
provide thermal scanning, facial
recognition and checking that
hand sanitisers have been used as
part of the access control system.
Lifts are another area to be
looked at. These are common
points of contact for the majority
of occupants in a building. Lift
manufactures have responded to
this by integrating mobile phone
apps in their destination control
systems that allow the lift to be
used without the need to touch
any surfaces. This does not
address the issue of social
distancing within lifts and CIBSE

Brewdog Dublin Outpost, Capital Dock, is a typical example of the challenges being
faced by the retail and hospitality setor.

Contactless sanitaryware has
long been in use and would be
an obvious move. However, there
are other contactless technologies
which can be considered.
Access control can be operated
on a contactless basis. This could
be further developed to allow
doors to motor open, but this can
impact on people movements in
a building as motorised doors are
generally slower to open than the
manual version. To avoid this
perhaps some doors on main
routes could be held open during
ofﬁce hours when security is
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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still recommends lift car occupancy
should only be one person per
car up to a rated load of less than
800 kg, and one person per
square meter for lifts over this
size. This has an obvious impact
on lift travel times and handling
capacity. It remains to be seen
whether bodies such as The
British Council of Ofﬁces (BCO)
alter their current guidance to
take account of this but, for now,
buildings continue to be
designed in accordance with BCO
2014 guidance.
Water usage in buildings has

19

long been a point of debate
within the building services
industry. Several of the water
storage requirements as set down
by water by-laws are out of sync
with current water usage and
the drive for low-ﬂow devices
that organisations such as LEED
and BREEAM have implemented.
This will be further exasperated
by the lower density of occupants
within buildings. SARS-CoV2 is not
necessarily present in the water
system but, due to the lower usage
from reduced occupancy, there
may be stagnant water in systems
which could result in bacteria
growth and legionella risks.
One of the most talked about
trends over the last few months is
the move to cloud-based solutions
and video conferencing for
meetings. This is likely to continue
even when people return to the
ofﬁce. Covid-19 will mean
signiﬁcant changes in tenant
IT due diligence, connectivity
requirements, and resilience of
digital infrastructure to support
businesses. This will, at a minimum,
mean that developers will need
to be able to demonstrate good
connectivity, and may mean more
developers need to consider
Wiredscore certiﬁcation.
We see that the ofﬁce is here to
stay, though it is certainly going
through a major change in how
we approach HVAC design and
the operation of buildings.
Occupants of all buildings have
had to embrace home working
but there is a clear message that
people miss the interaction of the
workspace. Our industry has shown
an ability to embrace change in
many ways over the years and will
continue to do this as we work
our way through this pandemic.
This will enhance the resilience of
the buildings we construct and
operate, and will no doubt bring
new technologies with it. Q
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NEW FROM CIBSE

Guide L: Sustainability
The recently published
Guide L: Sustainability
from CIBSE provides
building services engineers
with guidance on how to
respond to the changing
sustainability agenda.
The guide describes:
• how they can inﬂuence the work
done and decisions made by clients
and other professionals;
• the actions that building services
engineers should take to enable
their work to deliver sustainable
outcomes.
Engineers have a huge inﬂuence
over the energy use, carbon dioxide
emissions, health and wellbeing,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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water use and other sustainability
outcomes of buildings and the wider
projects in which they sit. There is
increasing pressure to address these
issues and to understand how
engineering decisions can deliver a
more sustainable built environment.
The set of sustainability issues
covered by this guide (set out in
Chapter 2) balances a concern for
comprehensiveness, collaboration
and whole-system thinking with the
need for clarity, the use of familiar
terms, and the need to focus on
issues where engineers have greatest
control and inﬂuence.
The principles of sustainability
discussed in this document apply
wherever in the world engineers
practice, and wherever designs
or projects are undertaken.
The wider sustainability
context is set out in the

“The age of limits” (see Chapter 3).
There is necessarily a gap between
that chapter, which highlights the
challenges ahead and the scale of the
societal changes that are needed, and
the subsequent guidance chapters,
which set out best practice for what
practitioners can do now. Where
possible, case studies are included
from innovators and market leaders
which already stretch best practice to
progress towards more sustainable
buildings and places.
As members of society and engineers
with obligations to society, we also
have a duty to use our knowledge to
help inﬂuence the wider debates and
understanding of sustainability. After
all, it is only with the full engagement
of all of society that the solutions we
offer within the built environment
can fully deliver on sustainability.
This Guide is intended for all building
services engineers and is available
free to members with non-members
paying different prices for the PDF
or book versions. See cibse.org Q
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IT’S ALL INSIDE!
• NO OUTDOOR HEAT PUMP REQUIRED
• VENTILATION INCLUDED
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Maurice Buckley
inaugurated as President
of Engineers Ireland
Maurice Buckley, Executive Chairman of the Ofﬁce
of Public Works, has been inaugurated as the 128th
President of Engineers Ireland. Mr Buckley, who is
a chartered engineer and a graduate of electrical
engineering from UCD, will hold the position of
President for the organisation’s 2020/2021 session.
Buckley comes from an engineering
family with his late father, Denis Buckley,
President of Engineers Ireland’s Western
Region in the 1970s. Maurice has worked
for the Boston Consulting Group in Munich
and was also the Chief Executive of the
NSAI with responsibility for the country’s
standardisation, certiﬁcation and metrology
activities. He joined the OPW in 2017.
Commenting on his inauguration
Buckley said: “With over 25,000 member
engineers, Engineers Ireland’s community
of creative professionals is uniquely placed
to deliver solutions and create opportunity

in the face of increasingly complex
societal challenges. As President, I am
honoured to lead and mobilise our
engineering community and to activate
our collective capacity to deliver sustainable
solutions which will beneﬁt families and
communities all across Ireland.”
Buckley added: “The new Programme
for Government is a clarion call for
engineering solutions from start to ﬁnish.
Apart from the high level of capital
investment already planned in Project
Ireland 2040 and the National Development
Plan, the policy changes foreseen in

Maurice Buckley, President Engineers
Ireland, for the 2020/2021 session.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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transport, housing, building retroﬁt,
energy, broadband and communications,
and in regionalisation, are all changes
that require engineers and sustainable
engineering solutions if they are to be
delivered effectively. Engineers Ireland
and our community will be the conduit
through which that work can be done.”
In April 2019 the Department of
Business, Enterprise and Innovation
changed its Critical Skills List of
Occupations to include mechanical,
electrical and civil engineers with BIM
capabilities, thereby allowing overseas
workers to qualify for an employment
permit and facilitating the entry of
skilled non-EEA (European Economic
Area) workers to ﬁll shortages.
Noting the organisation’s 2019 Annual
Report, Caroline Spillane, Director General
of Engineers Ireland, said the organisation
had advocated for this development. She
commented that engineers who came to
Ireland last year to work in positions
arising from the critical skills shortage
made up 38% of its new membership in
2019. To support these members, the
organisation’s “Global Engineer Event
series” offered advice on working in
Ireland, improved interview techniques
and other supports.
Maintaining world-class standards in
schools of engineering was also noted
within the report by Ms Spillane with
52 engineering programmes being accredited
by the professional membership body in
2019. That is double the number for 2018.
In addition to supporting the continuing
professional development (CPD) of
engineers, over 3,450 delegates attended
245 CPD learning events in 2019, and
116 engineering organisations achieved
Engineers Ireland’s CPD Accredited
Employer Standard.
The development of Ireland’s future
engineering talent pipeline was also
highlighted as part of the report, with over
176,000 children, teachers and volunteers
directly interacting with Engineers
Ireland’s STEPS programme in 2019. Ms
Spillane noted that this achievement was
only made possible by the dedication and
commitment of volunteers, whose efforts
are vital in raising interest in science,
technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) in communities across Ireland. Q
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CELEBRATING

Polytherm Heating Systems
Polytherm
Heating
marking 20 years of bespoke

Systems 17
years
of
bespoke
design and supply
Underﬂoor Heating
design and supply
Using DEAP software a 1300ft2 house using a
heat pump as the primary heat source was able
to achieve an A3 BER rating simply by using

www.polytherm.ie
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From kWh
to comfort
– the rise of ‘heat as a service’
At the start of the 2020s we
are on the verge of one of the
biggest paradigm shifts in the
new energy market – the way
to make money in new energy
in the 2020s will be through
selling services, not just
through shifting products.
Nowhere will this be more
impactful than in the
European heating market,
writes Dr Lindsay Sugden,
Head of Heat, Delta-EE*.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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The concept of heat and energy
services is well-established in
Europe in the commercial and
industrial sectors. However, in the
residential sector, it is only very
recently that the concept has
taken root, with an explosion in
the number of “heat as a service”
type offerings in the past two to
three years. A potent mix of
decarbonisation, digitalisation and
disruptive new entrants to the
heating market give me reason to
believe we have only seen the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to
residential “heat as a service”
offerings.
Service propositions in the
residential heating market range
from basic “asset leasing” (enduser pays a monthly rental fee for
a new heating system instead of
a one-off upfront payment); to
“heat (output) as a service”
offerings (end-user pays a monthly
fee which includes payment for
the heating system, kWhs of heat,
and maintenance); to perhaps
the most risky proposition
“comfort as a service” (where
the customer pays for “21ºC”
in their home). So why is this
market expanding right
now? I see three key drivers.
• Digitalisation is embedding
itself throughout the entire
heat value chain, making

“heat as a service” possible.
Digitalisation is enabling the
transfer and analysis of vast
amounts of data, which enables
increasingly-advanced control and
optimisation of heating systems,
as well as remote control and
diagnostics. All of these are
essential elements in any “heat
as a service” offering;
• The need to decarbonise heat in
the residential sector is prompting
the market to take note of “heat
as a service” models as a possible
way to overcome customer barriers
to retroﬁt, and to accelerate the
implementation of “new” low
carbon heating solutions like
heat pumps;
• Disruptive new entrants to the
heating market are threatening
the incumbents, bringing with
them alternative customer
propositions and new ways of
selling heat. In response, incumbent
heating manufacturers and energy
suppliers are evolving and
searching for new value streams
to replace lost revenue, and to
future-proof themselves in the
face of stiff competition. “Heat
as a service” could offer some of
these new value streams, where
traditional revenues are dropping
from selling kWh of electricity,
gas and oil.
If we look then at what is actually
happening with “heat as a service”
models in the market, we see
engagement from a host of
stakeholders across Europe –
both incumbents repositioning
themselves as service companies,
and new entrants pushing the
heating market into new
territories.
In Germany, heating
manufacturer Viessmann is
repositioning itself as a service
provider with its “Viessmann
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Wärme” offering launched in
2019. Meanwhile, new entrant
Thermondo has captured vast
amounts of investment (and hype)
for its solutions, which have now
evolved to include “heat as
a service”.
In France, energy supplier Engie
has made its ambitions to move
towards “heat as a service” clear,
and it has taken the ﬁrst steps
to get there.
In the UK, EDF Energy and
Shell Energy (b-snug) both offer
monthly fee services upgrading
oil/LPG boilers to hybrid heat
pumps (working with controls
company PassivSystems). Also,
Bristol Energy has teamed up with
Energy Systems Catapult to trial
a “warm hours” service.
In the Netherlands, energy
supplier Eneco has introduced a
“comfort as a service” offering,
and new entrant The FCTR E’s
“e-home” service offers on-gas
homes a whole house
“electriﬁcation retroﬁt”
package for a monthly fee.
Denmark is arguably the most
advanced market in Europe for
residential “heat as a
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“

In 2025 we will see
tens or even hundreds
of thousands of
residential heating
systems installed
using “heat as a
service” models.

service”, a development kickstarted by government-funded
trials of new business models
which could accelerate the
displacement of oil boilers with
heat pumps. “Heat as a service”
is now an established offer from
oil supplier OK, new entrant Best
Green, and several district
heating suppliers.
So, what is the outlook? Our
research indicates that, at the
most, low thousands of heating
systems are currently being
installed using such models – less
than 1% of the whole European
heating market. But the speed
with which offerings are emerging,
including from the heavyweights

2x

of the heating industry, indicates
this trend is not going to ﬁzzle
out. We expect this market to
increase exponentially over the
next ﬁve years. In 2025 we will
see tens or even hundreds of
thousands of residential heating
systems installed using “heat as
a service” models.
This could be the beginning
of a real paradigm shift in the
heating industry. Technologies
to decarbonise residential heat
already exist today – implementing
these with a focus on providing
service solutions, rather than just
shifting product, could be the
key to unlocking this notoriously
difﬁcult retroﬁt sector. Q
*Dr Lindsay Sugden has 13 years’
experience in the energy sector and is
Head of Heat Research at Delta-EE. She leads
Delta-EE’s Heat Services (Electriﬁcation of
Heat, Gas Heating and Heating Business)
which supports the energy and heating
industries to navigate the energy transition,
and to identify business opportunities in the
decarbonisation of heat. Based in Denmark,
she has a strong focus on knowledge and
client management in the Nordic markets.
She has a PhD in Geoscience from the
University of Edinburgh.
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New website
heralds the
next 50 years!
Now run by Rodney, Kevin and
Derek Phelan, GT Phelan Ltd
was established in 1970 by
Gerry Phelan who, along with a
handful of others, pioneered the
introduction of air conditioning
in Ireland. Today, 50 years later
and celebrating its golden
anniversary, the company
continues that pioneering spirit
by bringing innovative ac and
heating products to the market.
GT Phelan specialises in the

Celebrating 50 Years

distribution and support of Samsung
and Toshiba air conditioning systems, its
association with Toshiba dating back to
1981, making it the longest-serving
Toshiba distributor in Europe. Since 2016
it has also been Samsung’s full product
range distributor, save for its air-to-water
heat pumps.
GT Phelan holds extensive stocks of
both brands to ensure quick delivery, and

email: info@gtphelan.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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also offers design support, after-sales
service, maintenance, spare parts and
training on both. Product types covered
include AHUs, air curtains, VRF, heat
recovery ventilation, splits, air-to-water
heat pumps, accessories and controls.
Products and services
See the full range of products and
services provided by GT Phelan at
www.gtphelan.ie
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Specialists in the provision of energy
efﬁcient cooling and heating solutions
Portable AC
Where a situation does not justify a full
ac system, portable air conditioning
provides a cost-effective and instant
solution providing cooling within
minutes. The portable unit is simply
wheeled into position and plugged in.
The ﬂexible exhaust hose supplied must
be installed to allow hot air to be
removed from the room.
GT Phelan’s portable ac units have an
attractive design, quiet operation,

Tel: 01 286 437 7
Email: info@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie

electronic controls, an “A” Energy
Rating, 3.5kW output and operating
temperatures of between 17ºC and
35ºC. They are also very light (34kg) and
measure just 765mm high, 476mm wide
and 397mm deep.
New dynamic website
To better portray its product portfolio
and the many support services it offers,
GT Phelan has just unveiled its new
website at www.gtphelan.ie

It has a modern, sophisticated feel
and, while quite dynamic, it is clean,
uncomplicated and amazingly easy to
navigate. Despite the extent of the
services offered, not to mention the vast
number of product categories and
individual product types, it is simple to
ﬁnd what you are looking for.
Service and Maintenance
An air conditioner’s ﬁlters, coil and
compressor require regular maintenance
for the unit to function effectively and
efﬁciently throughout its operational life.
Neglecting maintenance will result in a
steady decline in performance, together
with an increase in running costs.
Regular servicing and maintenance by
GT Phelan ensures that ac systems
continue to perform to
optimum effect, and
prolong the life of the
equipment.

Michelle Byrne,
Administrator pictured with
Ian White, Service Manager
and Directors Kevin, Rodney
and Derek Phelan.
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THE ULTIMATE VIRTUAL QUIZ

CIBSE Quiz Night Success
The inaugural CIBSE YEN
virtual quiz took place last
month with participants
taking part from CIBSE
regions all around the
world. The event was
part of the current CIBSE
initiative to welcome a
broader audience for
regional events, and to
encourage cross-regional
collaboration as geographic
locations are no longer a
barrier for participation,
now that these events
are taking place online.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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With that in mind, the CIBSE YEN
Ireland region hosted the ﬁrst online
CIBSE virtual quiz with CIBSE YEN
Ireland Chair, Ryan Loney, assuming
the role of host and quasi quizmaster
for the event. In his introduction Ryan
welcomed members from regions all
over the world, and these included the
CIBSE YEN Global Chair, Rebecca Neil
and Vice Chair Gemma Taylor, who
both took part in the event.
The quiz itself consisted of 71
questions with an eclectic mix of 1990s
music, movie theme tunes, famous
buildings, “name the app” and, what
proved to be the most difﬁcult round,
“name the valve”. This turned out to
be the unravelling of a number of
contestants who showed some early
promise, only to be undone by not
knowing their strainer from their
ﬁxed oriﬁce double regulating valve!
Congratulations to the winner,
Thomas Dolan of O’Connor, Sutton
Cronin, who scooped the coveted
prize of not only being acknowledged
as the winner, but also a 12-pack of
2-ply toilet paper and automatic
CIBSE chartership (subject to approval).
The virtual quiz proved to be a big
success and there are calls among the
participants to make it an annual
event in the CIBSE calendar.
CIBSE YEN would like to thank The
Technological University Dublin (TUD)
and, particularly Professor Michael
O’Flaherty, for his assistance in setting
up a software platform to host a
multi-regional online event. We would
also like to acknowledge the ongoing

Thomas Dolan, winner of the inaugural
CIBSE YEN virtual quiz.

efforts of the building services
community in recent months with
consultants, specialists, contractors and
suppliers working continuously to
design, deliver and install some of the
critical services required to allow our
essential workers to continue to
provide food, refuge, support, services
and care to customers and patients
during this current pandemic.
As a small gesture of support CIBSE
YEN Ireland made charitable donations
of F500 to both Rod’s Kitchen and
University College Hospital Galway
(UCHG) Communications fund. For
further updates on future CIBSE YEN
Ireland events follow us on LinkedIn
or visit the CIBSE Ireland webpage
www.cibseireland.org Q
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EUROPEAN PERFECTION

www.mhiae.com

TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR

TODAY & TOMORROW

www.dwgeire.ie
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Grant’s sustainable
technologies designed to
work together
Designed with both the
property developer and owner
in mind, Grant’s innovative
heating technologies have been
built to complement one another.
This will allow a property
developer to save time on the
project by having the full
property’s heating system
designed and speciﬁed under one
roof, while also ensuring the
property owner is left with a
highly-efﬁcient heating system.
It is this technical insight and careful
combination of heating technologies
from Grant’s Multiple Package Solutions
product portfolio that ensures the
heating solution is bespoke to the
new-build or retroﬁt property. One
main heat source featured in Grant’s
Multiple Package Solutions offering is
the A+++ Aerona3 R32 inverter-driven
air source heat pump.
Available in four outputs – 6kW,
10kW, 13kW and 17kW – Grant’s
Aerona3 R32 air to water heat pump
offers a sustainable form of heating.

Grant Aerona3 R32 air source heat pump range.

Delivering a cleaner, more environmentfriendly performance, the Aerona3 also
has the ability to lower a property’s
carbon footprint, helping to achieve
NZEB building standards.
Units within the range have achieved
an A+++ energy rating at low
temperatures such as 35°C or 45°C. All
four models also boast superior seasonal
coefﬁcient of performance (SCOP) and,
depending on climate conditions and
demand, can deliver 4kW of heat energy
for every 1kW of electricity used. The
13kW and 17kW models within the
range have also been recognised by
international award programme Quiet
Mark for their low noise qualities.
The Aerona3 R32 air source heat
pump’s ability to work in tandem with
other Grant heating technologies adds
to its popularity. In particular, it works
well when combined with Grant’s
Uﬂex underﬂoor heating system as
both technologies can run at lower
temperatures, therefore providing

Grant Uﬂex underﬂoor heating.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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signiﬁcant carbon and ﬁnancial savings
for the property owner.
Grant’s Uﬂex underﬂoor heating
system offers convenient and highlyefﬁcient heating and is an ideal heating
solution for both new-build and deep
retroﬁt properties. The pipework is
available in PERT and ALUPERT and is
positioned and clipped into place using
Grant’s tracking and staple system once
the ﬂooring’s insulation and membrane
has been ﬁtted. After this a ﬂow screed
is laid over the top and allowed to
fully dry before heat is introduced.
Featuring a stainless steel manifold,
the system includes the supply of a selfadhesive edging strip which is located
around the surrounds of the area in
which the screed is laid. This strip comes
with a unique “skirt” that contains
and seals the screed, reduces heat
loss, allows for the expansion of the
ﬂoor, and helps the screed act as a
thermal store.
The technical specialists at Grant
can design and specify the full heating
solution for a property, free of charge,
on receipt of house plans. For further
information on Grant’s home heating
design service, email house plans, a
contact number and preference of
heat emitters to heatpump@
grantengineering.ie.
Visit www.grant.eu for more
information on Grant’s range of
innovative heating solutions. Follow
Grant on Facebook and Twitter @
GrantIRL or Instagram @Grant_IRL.
Think Heating. Think Grant. Q
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Wilo approaching 150 years
of tradition and innovation
The year 2020 is an auspicious occasion in the history of
Wilo, heading towards the 150th year since the company
was founded and the 40th anniversary of Wilo Ireland. In
celebrating these milestones Wilo remembers the past but
its focus is very ﬁrmly on the future. The common theme
throughout is innovation and pioneering technology.
Achieving the best possible
heat distribution in centrally ﬁred
hot-water heating systems represented
a real challenge for 19th century
engineers. At that time, the widelyused steam heatings were replaced
by the so-called gravity heatings. The
circulation of the heating water was
exclusively based on temperature
differences and gravity.
In 1928 the inventive Wilhelm
Opländer, a professional engineer and
founder of Wilo, solved this problem and
developed the world’s ﬁrst circulation
accelerator. There have been many
other industry-leading milestones
through the years, some of which
are brieﬂy detailed here.

Wilo-Perfecta (1953) – This was the
ﬁrst glandless heating circulator on the
market and it initiated the transition
from glanded to glandless technology.
It was a real innovation that, despite its
small size, delivered high performance.
It was also the ﬁrst maintenance-free
heating pump.
Star-Wilo (1988) – This was the
world’s ﬁrst electronically-controlled
heating circulator. In contrast to
conventional heating circulators, the
Star-Wilo had an integrated differential
pressure control for inﬁnitely variable
output adjustment.
Wilo-Stratos (2001) – This was the
world’s ﬁrst high-efﬁciency pump for
heating, air conditioning and cooling

applications. It consumes up to 80%
less electricity than uncontrolled
circulators and was granted Class A
energy efﬁciency when the EU energy
label for heating pumps was
introduced in 2005.
Wilo-Stratos PICO (2009) – This
is the ﬁrst high-efﬁciency pump with
better consumption ﬁgures than
required by the Class A of the energy
label, achieving a power saving of up
to 90%. Since introduced it has been
continuously developed and its highlyefﬁcient performance is regularly
certiﬁed by TÜV SÜD. In 2020 it was
awarded the Plus X Award 2020.
Decisive factors were the high quality,
ease of operation and installation,
and functionality.
Wilo-Stratos MAXO (2017) – This
marked Wilo’s entry into the future of
pump technology, it being the ﬁrst
“smart pump” in the world. With
innovative energy-saving functions
and control modes, the Maxo achieves
maximum system efﬁciency. Maximum
compatibility along with direct pump
networking with existing systems is
also a matter of course.
See also https://wilo.com/ie/en/ Q

WIlo pump innovation over almost a century, starting with the world’s ﬁrst “circulation accelerator” in
1928 and continuing the evolution and development of pump technology up to the present day.
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Innovative and costeffective gas safety
solutions
While C&F Quadrant is recognised as a major
supplier of internationally-renowned heating and plumbing
brands catering for the commercial and domestic heating
sector, it is equally to the forefront when it comes to gas
safety solutions. It has a long-standing trading partnership
with Flamefast, a company that has market-leading status
and a pedigree of manufacturing and supplying innovative,
high-quality, cost-effective gas safety solutions dating
back 40 years.
C&F Quadrant ofﬁce and
warehouse headquarters
in Dublin

GasGuard
The GasGuard gas proving system is designed to meet
the requirements of IGEM/UP/11 Edition 2 for
educational establishments and is a BS6173:2009 and
IGEM/UP/19 compliant
ventilation interlock.
GasGuard is ideal where
appliances are not ﬁtted
with ﬂame failure devices
or it can be used to provide
additional peace of mind
when they are. With a backlit
LCD, the GasGuard will
provide a clear indication
of any issues with external
devices such as ventilation systems, and will provide
details of gas pressures and gas sensor levels.

VentGuard Plus

Gas safety is critical across all market segments and with
Flamefast C&F Quadrant offers total solutions that meet
both safety and all gas-related regulatory requirements.
Expert personnel are also available to offer advice and
product-selection guidance.
C&F Quadrant’s pedigree very much reﬂects that of
Flamefast as it too dates back to 40 years of service to the
building services industry in Ireland. With ofﬁces in Dublin
and Belfast, and a network of regional representatives
and merchant trading partners, comprehensive allIreland coverage is assured.

The VentGuard Plus is a cost-effective BS6173:2009
and IGEM/UP/19 compliant
ventilation interlock with
built-in fan current monitors.
With dedicated interfaces and
LEDs for the intake and extract
fans, VentGuard will provide an
indication of any ventilation
issues. However, to avoid any
nuisance tripping, it will not
shut down the gas supply until
the ventilation has not been
operating for a full 30 seconds.

Dublin: +353 (1) 630 5757
Belfast: +44 (28) 90 36 55 55

Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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Flamefast Gas
Sensor (FGS)
The Flamefast Gas Sensor is one of the most costeffective and versatile units available on the market.
With a voltage
output and volt-free
contact, the FGS can
connect directly into
most third-party
controllers. It can
also easily connect
to the new LCDbased range of panels using the BACnet output.
With most modern buildings the plant room safety
systems are BMS integrated and the FGS has been
designed with this in mind.

CO2, Temp and
RH Monitor
The Flamefast carbon dioxide, temperature
and relative humidity monitor provides a
bold visual indication using a trafﬁc light
backlit LCD, as
well as having a
digital readout to
display. Built-in
volt-free contact
means it can be
interfaced with
ventilation,
window control systems, and gas safety
systems. The unit can also be used as a trafﬁc
light indicater to raise awareness of CO2,
temperature or RH levels.

Gas Monitor
Remote Display
The remote gas monitor display
allows the main controller to be
mounted inside the monitored area
without the
need to enter
to view the
system status.
It can also be
used to provide
an indicater at
additional exits. This can be used with
the GasMonitor or BoilerGuard only.
A trafﬁc light LCD will advise if any
of the connected sensors enter alarm
and the display can either scroll
through the concentration of all
sensors types connected or simply
display the status.

Bacnet Sensor
Range (BAC)
The Flamefast BACnet sensor
range can be supplied with any
combination of carbon dioxide
(CO2), temperature and relative
humidity, while the BACnet MS/TP
interface allows for the sensors
to be integrated with much larger
systems over
a simple twowire network.
With the
optional
signature
Flamefast
trafﬁc light
display, the
sensor can
provide a clear, bold indication
of the air quality in the
monitored space.

Gas Solenoid Valve
This Class “A” direct acting, normally closed Gas
Solenoid Valve can be used in conjunction with
any GasGuard panel for low pressure isolation,
proving and interlocking systems.
The twin port design (excluding 1/2”) allows
easy installation of the Flamefast Pressure T
Transmitter or CPI switches.
Any Valves larger than 4” are electrohydraulic with an integrated CPI switch
as standard.

Excellent products supplied
and supported by C&F Quadrant
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Enhancing skills
in construction
Improved efﬁciencies and productivity are now
more critical than ever to the construction sector as
the impact of Covid-19 is seen on sites and in ofﬁces
around the country. The common practice among
many SMEs is an “all hands on deck” approach to
ensure that the customer’s requirements are met.
This works but can get in the way of the company
reaching its true potential.
In the initial stages of Covid-19,
Skillnet Ireland created a Covid-19
Response Fund. The Construction
Professionals Skillnet decided to
use this funding to provide some
training free to the sector. One of
the courses offered was Transform
Your Business, a development
programme for SME Owner Managers.
Dave Clarke of Core Air Conditioning
Ireland Ltd (pictured), who participated
in the programme, talks about how
it will help them improve how they
do business.
“Core Air Conditioning was
established 24 years ago and is the
main agent for Carrier, Vertiv,
Clint and Novair HVAC products
nationwide. We sell and commission
our own products and maintain
these along with a wide variety of
other air conditioning systems.
We currently employ 15 people.
I managed the service and
maintenance departments until
recently when I was appointed
General Manager. I come from
a technical background in the
industry but would not have had
the background in the breadth
and depth of strategy or ﬁnance.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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I decided to do this course to help
me better understand these aspects
of the company.
“I got that and much more from
the course. Core AC has always been
a well-run and successful company,
everyone did what they needed to
do to keep our customers happy and
keep the company progressing. What

the training has helped me do is
to look at deﬁning the roles and
systems that we have in place, to
review them, and to see if they are
what we need for us to achieve
what we want as a business down
the line. It is a work in progress,
and we are taking it slowly.
“The participants on the course
were from technical and construction
backgrounds and some of the
material was theoretical. However,
the structure of the course was such
that no one was left unsure of the
content or direction. One session
focused on what motivates people
to do what they do in work and it
became clear that it is not always
the obvious. During this session the
topics of autonomy, mastery and
purpose showed that, when people
are given the tools, training and
backing to do the job, self-direction
is better than management. To this
end once the process and structures
are in place, it leads to a happier,
motivated, more efﬁcient and
effective staff and company.
“The course also provided an
insight into other small businesses
and how different sectors have the
same business issues, independent
of the sector they are operating in.
Even if I had to pay for this training,
the cost and effort would be far
outweighed by the beneﬁt of
learning from the experience of the
instructors and other participants.”
Contact: Liz Carroll,
Network Manager,
Construction Professionals Skillnet.
Tel: 087 – 932 3749;
email: cpskillnet@cif.ie Q
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Recovery must also
seek to advance
climate agenda
While the Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly had a severe
negative impact globally, it is encouraging to note, especially here
in Ireland, that as we enter recovery mode the various programmes
being implemented also advance the climate agenda. This applies
both to the bigger-picture carbon and energy reduction objectives,
and the growing awareness of the importance of wellbeing
and healthy indoor environments. Here David McConnell, Sales
Manager, Heating Products, Mitsubishi Electric, explains how a
strategically-coordinated response to both crises will result in
very positive outcomes.
“I genuinely believe we are at
a pivotal time in our history as both
industry and consumer awareness of
the need for more sustainable and
healthier options for homes and
work places is now foremost in
peoples’ minds.
“There are some pioneering
developers who are ahead of the
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rest, but if we are to have any chance
of hitting our net zero targets, we
also need the Building Regulations
to be strengthened to tackle this
area so that all of the others have
to follow. This process can also
include incentives but we need a
carrot and stick approach, not one
without the other.
“We know that air source heat
pumps can make a huge difference
to housing stock emissions and help
developers achieve new standards.
We also know they can be readily
retroﬁtted into the older homes
that also must become part of the
solution, but this may involve other
measures such as an increase in
thermal efﬁciency. The retroﬁt
market therefore remains both a
major challenge and a signiﬁcant
opportunity, with the EU’s Green
Deal and Renovation Wave initiative
pointing the way forward.
“There is a lot to be done and lots
of opportunity to make a difference.

35

The very least we should expect
from our leaders and policy makers
is that any revisions to the Building
Regulations must not be dumbed
down. Whatever your politics, most
agree that with the Green Party
in Government this is unlikely
to happen.
“The coronavirus pandemic has
caused us to reassess our homes
and what we want from them. For
some, the home has transformed
and now has to function in new
ways, such as an ofﬁce or school.
For others, seeing the difference
between homes with large outdoor
spaces and those with none has
served to underline what we actually
want from our living spaces.
“As we recover from the pandemic,
all of these experiences will mean
that there are new demands on the
homes – and indeed ofﬁces – of the
future. In order to meet them, we
must prioritise energy efﬁcient
technology, air quality and the
provision of outdoor space
wherever possible.
“We must also look to more
hands-free technology. In shared
accommodation, installing
technology to allow people to open
doors without touching them, for
example, will help physical contact
between residents to be kept to a
minimum. In retail, brands like Visa
and Mastercard are already
forecasting a spike in the use of
contactless payments, and similar
swipe-cards may be increasingly
used in blocks of apartments.
“As we build and retroﬁt homes,
ofﬁces, retail and other public
buildings, focusing on measures
such as insulating walls and lofts,
double glazing windows, using
energy saving controls and installing
clean heating technology – such as
heat pumps – will help to reduce
carbon emissions, reduce energy
bills, and result in far healthier
indoor environments.” Q
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Specialist in climate control since 1945

M

ark Eire BV has been
manufacturing climate
control equipment since
1945. Renowned for reliability,
performance and energy efﬁciency,
the extensive range of products
offers a solution for every project.
It consists of air heating, radiant
heating, ventilation equipment,
air handling units and pipe-

bending machines. These product
groups are additionally split
into gas or water-fed heating
equipment. Providing design
advice and technical support for
the installer is also a high priority
within the company.
Almost all occupied buildings
require some type of heating
and ventilation, and many also

require cooling.
A comfortable indoor
environment can increase
worker productivity and
efﬁciency and, given the
impact of Covid-19, it is
now an even more critical
consideration. Whatever the
project application Mark Eire has
the answer.

Video ‘start-up’ guide
Mark Eire has released the ﬁrst of a series of instructional videos giving a
“step by step“ guide on how to put an installation into operation correctly.
All Mark equipment has a QR code on the type plate to direct the technician
to the right video. Other videos will follow soon, so keep an eye on our
YouTube channel.

Airstream Compact heat recovery
Airstream Compact is the
economical and compact version
of Mark Eire’s “plug & play”
Airstream heat recovery unit.
Features include a counterﬂow
exchanger with bypass and a
fully-integrated control.
Where the Airstream is a
custom-made and project-built
unit that excels in its versatility,
the Airstream Compact is only
equipped with the necessary
options.

Features
• Compact and standard
construction;
• Counter ﬂow plate heat
exchanger;
• Bypass for night ventilation
and cooling;
• EC fans;
• Plug & play;
• Fully integrated control,
connectable via internet to
BMS, BACnet or Modbus;
• Air volumes of 600, 1400,
2000 or 3200 m3/h;
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• Efﬁciency > 90%;
• Available in both indoor and
outdoor installation.
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BIM and Revit
compatible
With more and more
projects now being
designed on BIM and
Revit, Mark Eire products
and equipment are now
suitable for use with
either platform.

Mark AWS dry coolers
Tanner MDE electric
air heater
The TANNER MDE is a suspended electric air
heater equipped with horizontally-adjustable
discharge blades that can also be mounted
with an optional wall bracket. The unit has
a powerful axial fan making it suitable for
many applications.
The TANNER MDE is designed for use
in showrooms, changing rooms, corporate
hallways and garages and can be operated
with an external selector switch for
ventilation, heating high or heating low.
It also has a thermostat connection, has
low noise levels and offers long lifetime.
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The Mark AWS is a series of dry coolers with a single row of
fans. Both the standard version and the low-noise version are
available in cooling capacities from 44 kW to 217 kW.
AWS dry coolers are compact and robust. Made from galvanised
steel they can be mounted both horizontally and
vertically using the supplied kit and
include an anchor and
lifting points for placement.
Features
• Optimised heat exchangers
and fans;
• Compact;
• Quiet;
• Robust;
• Economical;
• Completely wired up to the terminal box.
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OptiTherm+ digital
clock thermostat
The OptiTherm+ is a digital clock thermostat with internal room
sensor with which one or more air heaters (type GS+), up to a
maximum eight, can be controlled on the basis of the room temperature
by means of a bus system.
Speciﬁcation and features

PinTherm + Pintherm
Infra Connect

• Push-button operation for
switching heating on/off;
• LED malfunction indicator;
• Reset button for a burner
malfunction;
• An annual clock with 20 program
blocks;
• Four operating modes;

The PinTherm Connect is a digital week clock
room thermostat. The controller is equipped
with an on/off contact and a 0-10VDC output.
Both signals are reversible, so the control is
suitable for heating and cooling.

• Pin code protection;
• Digital clock thermostat.

Mark Tanner MBA
Mark Tanner MBA is an aesthetically-attractive water-supplied
suspended hot water air heater now equipped with a stepless
modulating EC axial fan as standard. The renewed units are available
with capacities up to 67.0 kW, making them more suitable for heating
with low water temperatures.
With its low height the MBA is suited to heat low-ceilinged rooms
such as showrooms, ofﬁces, dressing
rooms and shops. By using this
unit, a room can be heated
up in a short
period of time.

Meanwhile, the PinTherm Infra Connect is a
digital room thermostat to switch an Infra on/
off or control high/low or modulating based on
room temperature.
The settings of the thermostat for both
can be read and/or modiﬁed with Modbus or
Ethernet. The thermostat can be connected to
the BMS (building management system).

www.markeire.com
Mark Eire BV

Coolea, Macroom, Co Cork
Tel: 026 - 45334 Fax: 026 - 45383
email: sales@markeire.com
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New Product and Price Book
Now Available Online
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OFF-SITE BUILD
A solid base for
the future

While off-site build (OSB) isn’t necessarily a new
concept, it has become a growing trend. The idea
that an entire pump structure can be designed,
engineered, manufactured and tested in a
controlled, safe environment located separately
from where it will be used is very appealing to
many industries.
Traditionally, strict deadlines,
limited access and on-site safety
requirements result in increased
costs, risk and time when
considering on-site builds. OSB
counters these with the beneﬁts
of dedicated, fully-equipped
production facilities backed
by sophisticated design and
engineering tools.
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Why off-site build?
Given the many advantages
OSB has to offer, it’s not
surprising to see the growing
interest in this solution. These
packaged OSBs offer a wide
range of beneﬁts such as a
reduction in costs, lead-time
and installation time, and
reduced risks. There is less
downtime on the customer’s
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site, and unpredictable events
like weather are no longer an
issue, meaning quality control
is much higher.
OSB is an ideal choice for a wide
range of applications including
heat interface units, HVAC, district
energy and pressure boosting.
Grundfos has already delivered
OSB solutions to many different
industry sectors, including data
centres, distilleries and hotels.
From skids to packaged plant
rooms, Grundfos does it all.
Grundfos works with the
client to create a complete
solution that will incorporate
all aspects of the project, from
planning and design through
to fabrication, assembly of
the required components and
ﬁnally testing. With a dedicated
project manager, communication
is maintained throughout the
process.
To see if your upcoming
project would beneﬁt from an
off-site build, contact Grundfos
today. Its team of experts will
discuss your speciﬁc project
and suggest a solution that
best suits the application’s
requirements.
Contact: Grundfos Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 408 9800; email:
salesireland@grundfos.com;
www.grundfos.ie Q

Left: A plantroom with duty stand-by booster
sets. Above: The ﬁnished packaged plantroom
being prepared for site delivery.
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COVER STORY

‘Renovation
Wave’ key to
success of the

GREEN DEAL
According to one of the most recent releases
from the EU, a refurbished and improved
building stock will help pave the way for a
decarbonised and clean energy system. It
points out that the building sector is one
of the largest energy consumers in Europe,
responsible for more than one third of the
EU’s total emissions.

The construction, use and
renovation of buildings require
significant amounts of energy and
mineral resources (e.g. sand,
gravel, cement). Buildings also
account for 40% of energy
consumed yet, in parallel, 50
million consumers struggle to keep
their homes adequately warm.
Today the annual renovation rate
of the building stock varies from
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1

0.4 to 1.2% in the member states.
This rate will need to at least
double to reach the EU’s energy
efficiency and climate objectives.
Renovation of both public and
private buildings is an essential
measure in addressing this
challenge and so has been singled
out in the European Green Deal
as a key initiative to drive energy
efficiency in the sector and deliver

on objectives. The so-called
“Renovation Wave Initiative” will
address current low decarbonisation
and renovation rates across the
EU, and tackle the underlying
barriers for improving the energy
efficiency of the EU building stock.
Currently, roughly 75% of the
building stock is energy inefficient,
yet almost 80% of today’s buildings
will still be in use in 2050.
Renovation is also a major
opportunity for economic growth
as it provides jobs and boosts the
construction sector, which is largely
dominated by local businesses,
while strengthening Europe’s
industrial competitiveness. Building
renovation is therefore central to
the post-COVID 19 economic
recovery, and was specifically
referred to in the recovery plan
published by the European
Commission in May 2020.
The renovation wave initiative
will build on measures agreed
under the Clean Energy for all
Europeans package, notably the
requirement for each EU country
to publish a long-term building
renovation strategy (LTRS); other
aspects of the amending Directive
on the Energy Performance of
Buildings ((EU) 2018/844); and
building-related aspects of each
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member state’s national energy
and climate plans (NECP).
As a preparatory step, the
Commission published a roadmap
on the initiative in May 2020,
allowing a four-week public
consultation period to feed into
the Commission preparation of
this initiative. On consideration
of responses the Commission
plans to publish a strategic
communication and an action
plan on the initiative in the
Autumn of this year. These will
cover concrete legislative and
non-legislative measures and
enabling tools; ﬁnancing and
non-ﬁnancing aspects; and take
into account different levels of
action at EU, national and local
or regional level, to make faster
and deeper renovation.
In addition, the Commission will
rigorously enforce the legislation
related to the energy performance
of buildings. This will start with
an assessment in 2020 of member
states’ national long-term
renovation strategies. It will also
consider the possibility of including
emissions from buildings in
European emissions trading, as
part of broader efforts to ensure
that the relative prices of different
energy sources provide the right
signals for energy efﬁciency. The
Commission will also review the
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Construction Products Regulation.
It should ensure that the design of
new and renovated buildings is in
line with the needs of the circular
economy at all stages, and lead to
increased digitalisation and climateprooﬁng of the building stock.
In parallel, the Commission
proposes to work with stakeholders
to include an open platform
bringing together the buildings
and construction sector, architects
and engineers and local authorities,
to address the barriers to
renovation. This initiative will also
include innovative ﬁnancing
schemes under InvestEU. These
could target housing associations
or energy service companies that
could roll out renovation, including
through energy performance
contracting. An essential aim would
be to organise renovation efforts

»

Renovation is
also a major
opportunity for
economic growth
as it provides
jobs and boosts
the construction
sector.
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into larger blocks to beneﬁt from
better ﬁnancing conditions and
economies of scale.
The Commission will also work
to lift national regulatory barriers
that inhibit energy efﬁciency
investments in rented and multiownership buildings. Particular
attention will be paid to the
renovation of social housing, to
help households who struggle to
pay their energy bills. Focus should
also be put on renovating schools
and hospitals, as the money saved
through building efﬁciency will
be money available to support
education and public health. Q

Related links
For more detailed information on the
various EU bulletins, Directives and
Regulations covering these issues see
links below which can be copied into
your browser.
• A European Green Deal
• Green Deal recovery plan
• Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU)
• Amending Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (2018/844/EU)
• Comprehensive study of building
energy renovation activities and
the uptake of nearly zero-energy
buildings in the EU (2019)
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RADIANT HEATING AND COOLING

The logical choice for
logistics centres
Delivering comfort, energy-saving operation and
ﬂexibility when designing the heating and cooling
system for large spaces, including high-bay warehouses
and logistics centres, can be challenging. Versatile
Group’s range of Zehnder radiant ceiling panels provide
a solution that works with heat pumps to help achieve
Zehnder’s Radiant heating and cooling
nZEB standards and save more than 40% energy by
systems are ideal choices for logistics
centres and warehouses.
efﬁciently heating and cooling large buildings.

Suitable for all rooms from approximately
two metres to 50 metres in height, the
ZBN radiant panel is particularly suited to
large spaces. It is available in many
different dimensions, with the exact
length tailored to the building in
question. Special solutions can also be
manufactured. In addition to economic
efﬁciency – with possible energy savings
of over 40%, no additional electricity
costs for driving energy and no maintenance
or servicing costs – the comfortable climate
is a key beneﬁt. The system uniquely
delivers a uniform, comfortable heat
distribution throughout the room and
across the entire height of the building
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with no dust dispersal and no noise.
The technology provides an extremely
quick system response to temperature
changes. Thermal insulation is installed
ex-works and the ceiling design allows
for unrestricted use of ﬂoor and wall
space. The variety of solutions is also
noteworthy, with lengths of strips up
to approximately 120m (sub-length up

to 7.5m), with a perforated design for
sound absorption and a high-quality
powder coating in a range of colours.
For information on the complete
nZEB range of heating, cooling and
ventilation solutions, contact
Versatile Group. Tel: 046 – 902 9444;
email sales@versatile.ie;
www.versatile.ie

Radiant panel CPD Webinar
Versatile has developed a 45-minute CPD webinar on Designing Radiant Heating and
Cooling Systems. It is accredited by CIBSE, RIBA and RIAI, and explores the available
energy-saving solutions, how they operate and the beneﬁts that radiant systems can
offer. Register at https://www.versatile.ie/cpd-seminar-radiant-heating-cooling
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Andrews Water Heaters
raise the bar with new enhanced
cylinder and buffer ranges
Andrews Water Heaters has expanded its
product portfolio with the introduction of a
range of 316 stainless steel 10-bar pressure
Duplex cylinders from 300 to 2,500 litres. With a
choice of single or twin coils, they are designed
to meet even the toughest commercial demands.
The Andrews Water Heaters
range also has the new FLEXIstor
cylinder series, designed for
applications where an independent
hot water system is required.
Connections facilitate various heat
sources and there are optional
immersion heaters for auxiliary
heat input.
The range of glass-lined buffer
vessels meets a project requirement
for additional hot water storage or
can be used with a continuous ﬂow
water heater like the SUPAﬂo EVO.
The 8-bar buffer version is
available in ﬁve storage sizes, from
200 to 1000 litres, and can be easily
installed alongside Andrews Water
Heaters’ units where additional
hot water storage is required.
The 10-bar buffer vessel, available
with either 300, 500 or 800 litres
of storage capacity, perfectly
complements continuous ﬂow
water heaters like the SUPAﬂo
EVO to satisfy a high domestic
hot water demand.

The new enhanced cylinder and buffer
ranges from Andrews Water Heaters
features (from left) the stainless steel
(T and S) 8 bar with control model type,
the GLxxx 8 with control model type and
the GL300 and GL500 model type.
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The Andrews Water Heaters’ range
of cylinders and buffers can be
paired with Potterton Commercial
boilers to provide a total heating
and hot water solution in largescale commercial premises.
For sites off the main gas grid,
Andrews Water Heaters has also
introduced new LPG conversion
kits for the ECOﬂo EC380/980,
EC380/1220, EC380/1400 and
ECOﬂo COMPACT commercial
water heaters. Suitable
for all sizes of business,
the new LPG conversion
kit will ensure reliable
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Sizing made simple
Size-it, Andrews Water Heaters’
professional water heater sizing
tool, is now more user-friendly
and informative than ever.
It’s quick, personalised
and available online on
any device, any time. It
offers product selection,
a detailed summary
report and all relevant
technical and legislative
information required
to complete a hot
water schedule.
hot water. With an increase in
the number of people enjoying a
“staycation” this year because of
the Covid-19 crisis, these will be
particularly useful for camping and
caravan sites that are experiencing
a surge in popularity.
To ﬁnd out more, call Baxi
Potterton Myson on 01 – 459 0870
or visit andrewswaterheaters.co.uk/
products/cylinders-and-buffers Q
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The greater (and greener) the challenge,

THE GREATER THE

OPPORTUNITY

It has been another eventful couple of months for
many countries around the globe. The COVID-19 situation
continues to create havoc across the world, as countries deal
with the fall-out of the health crisis and associated economic impact.
Here Professor Paul de Leeuw*, Energy Transition Institute, Robert
Gordon University, explains why the oil and gas industry, and the
wider energy sector, has a very signiﬁcant role to play in shaping and
building the new energy future.
With around half of the world’s
population still in either full or partial
lockdown, it is no surprise that the
crisis continues to have a material
impact on the global energy markets.
Worldwide oil demand this year is
expected to fall by up to 8% (or almost
three billion barrels), equivalent to
almost seven times the UK’s annual
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oil production. This is likely to be the
largest global annual demand
reduction on record.
There are clear parallels between
the COVID-19 crisis and the climate
change emergency. Both are global
problems requiring global solutions.
Both require a level of global
collaboration that is often difﬁcult
to achieve, and both highlight the
importance of scientiﬁc input into
global decision-making. As
countries emerge from

the lockdown, there
is now a real
opportunity for
governments
around the world to
put climate change and
energy transition at the heart of
their economic recovery plans.
Doing so will be a powerful
mechansim to demonstrate their
commitment to the 2015 Paris
Climate Change Agreement. This
agreement was a “game-changer”
for the world. It was the ﬁrst ever
legally-binding climate change
agreement, setting out a global
framework to avoid climate change
by limiting global warming to well
below 2°C, and pursuing efforts to
limit it to 1.5°C. The climate agreement
has now been ratiﬁed by almost
190 countries.
The Conference of Parties (COP26)
summit in Glasgow in November
2021 is probably the next most
important climate conference since
Paris. In the last ﬁve years, the
willingness of governments around
the world to tackle the climate
emergency has been mixed at best.
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Professor Paul de Leeuw, Energy Transition Institute, Robert Gordon University,

The COP26 summit will need to
ensure that country-speciﬁc plans
and legally-binding commitments
are in place to limit global warming
by 2050 or earlier. Failure to do so
will risk jeopardising our collective
ability to manage climate change.
So what does this mean for the
energy industry? It is clear that the
debate around fossil fuels and the
impact on climate change is getting
increasingly polarised. What we
urgently need is a more informed
debate based on facts and evidence.

»

There are clear parallels between the COVID-19 crisis
and the climate change emergency. Both require a
level of global collaboration that is often difﬁcult
to achieve, and both highlight the importance of
scientiﬁc input into global decision-making.
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Maybe there is something we can
learn from the beverage industry? ...
actually there is. With over two
billion cups of coffee consumed in
the world every day, coffee is a
global commodity. Given some of the
health concerns relating to caffeine,
great strides have been made to
create decaf coffee. Imagine if we
could do something similar for the
decarbonisation of natural gas at
source, combined with associated
carbon capture and storage (CCS)
in the hydrocarbon industry, while
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supporting the climate change agenda
at the same time. Basically, keep
the good bits with the beneﬁts they
bring, but remove the polluting parts.
This would be a real win-win.
In 2019 the world produced around
160 million barrels of oil equivalent
per day, of which circa 60% was oil
and around 40% was gas. Some
promising new technologies are
currently being developed to
decarbonise oil at source. However,
it is already possible to produce
“decaf gas” at scale by splitting
natural gas into hydrogen and
carbon dioxide (CO2), with new
technologies being developed to
improve these processes further.
As hydrogen is a clean source of
energy – the only by-product of
using hydrogen is water – it is going
to be a key part of the solution to
deliver the world’s net zero agenda.
The current use of hydrogen around
the world is predominantly as an
industrial feedstock and for the
production of ammonia. In the
future, it is expected that hydrogen
will play an increasingly important
role in the heating, transport and
power generation sectors.
Progress is also being made in
developing new technologies to
transport hydrogen at scale to
markets around the world.
Companies in Japan are developing
the world’s ﬁrst marine carrier to
transport liqueﬁed hydrogen between
Australia and Japan. If successful, it
has the potential to turn hydrogen
from a regional, niche energy source
into a global commodity.
Although there are almost 200
countries in the world, around 70%
of the world’s gas is produced in only
ten counties, while approximately
60% of the world’s gas is consumed
in ten countries. Six countries – Russia,
Canada, Iran, USA, China and Saudi
Arabia – feature both in the top
10 producer and consumer list.
Decarbonisation of natural gas at
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Building
your
business
requires
trusted
partners

Today, more than ever, good business is
about mutually-beneﬁcial and well-balanced
trading partnerships. Creating, sustaining and
growing such partnerships is a demanding process
that, in addition to the delivery of
quality products and services, requires
informed communication. Existing and
potential clients need to know about,
and fully understand, what you provide.
Building Services Engineering is the means
by which to do that. We are the partner
that bridges that communications gap
and helps you cement the partnerships
that underpin your business.
Building Services Engineering
print and online.
Visit our website:

www.buildingservicesnews.com

Facebook
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source, combined with associated carbon capture and
storage (CCS) in these six countries, would be a major
lever to reduce global CO2 emissions, while also helping
to accelerate the global energy transition.
Where decarbonisation at source is not a workable
or economically-viable option, natural gas can be
decarbonised instead at key landing points in speciﬁc
user countries (e.g. at liquiﬁed natural gas (LNG) terminals,
pipeline connection points, or at gas-gathering plants) with
the hydrogen produced used as source fuel for heat,
transport or power.
“Decaf gas” is likely to be a key part of the solution
towards delivering net zero. Decarbonising at source or
at key landing points can help to deliver the net zero
agenda, because it can’t be oil and gas versus renewables.
It has to be about using all the world’s existing resources
in a more environmentally-sensitive, socially-acceptable,
collaborative and economically-beneﬁcial way.
The oil and gas industry and the wider energy sector
has a signiﬁcant role to play, contributing to the
discussion as well as in shaping and building the new
energy future. The sector has the assets, skills and
capabilities to deliver the new, lower-carbon solutions
at scale and at pace. The industry also has the global
reach to ensure that new technology and best practices
are shared, enabling other regions to decarbonise
faster and more efﬁciently.
The oil and gas industry is a fundamental part of
the solution and the role of the sector in the energy
transition should reﬂect this. It will ensure that the
sector attracts the best and brightest people to truly
help to change the world’s energy future.
Although Ireland currently only represents a modest
amount (circa 0.1%) of global CO2 emissions, it is
well positioned to be a driving force in managing the
transition to a lower-carbon future. To do so will
require courageous leadership and bold action.
As Washington State Governor Jay Inslee said:
“We’re the ﬁrst generation to feel the impact of
climate change and the last generation that can
do something about it.Q
*Paul de Leeuw is a senior industry leader and executive

with over 30 years’ experience in the global energy sector.
He has worked in a wide range of companies, including Shell,
Marathon Oil, Amoco, BP, Venture Production and Centrica.
He is currently the Director of Robert Gordon University’s
Energy Transition Institute, a Professor at Robert Gordon
University, Chair of PlanSea Solutions, a board member of
the Oil and Gas Technology Centre (OGTC) and a member of
the Opportunity North East (ONE) Energy sector board.
Paul is an experienced non-executive director, with over
20 years’ involvement in public, private and voluntary sector
organisations. He is also a regular contributor to industry
events and a commentator on issues and developments in
the international energy sector.
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While green technology,
sustainability, energy
savings and renewables
are the modern-day buzzwords within building
services engineering, they
were unheard of when
Paul O’Donnell ﬁrst
established Unipipe.
Nonetheless, Paul has been
promoting the principles and aspirations
they represent since he ﬁrst set up in
business in the early 1980s. He installed
his ﬁrst underﬂoor heating system as far
back as 1983, his ﬁrst heat pump in 1985,
and was the ﬁrst to introduce multi-layer
pipe and press ﬁttings to Ireland. In
essence, he was a renewables champion
before the term was even coined.
Today Unipipe is renowned for the
quality of the solutions it provides, and
also the cutting-edge technology and
innovatiion it brings to the market. Critical
to its success is the fact that it delivers
engineered solutions, be it in heating,
cooling, ventilation or hot water. Indeed,
more often than not the ﬁnished project
invariably includes a combination of
these features, if not them all. With the
growing importance of WELL Certiﬁcation
this is a distinct advantage as Unipipe

RENEWABLES
CHAMPION …
even before he knew it!
can provide heating solutions that also
deliver excellent indoor air quality.
Total customer satisfaction is the goal
at all times. Whether dealing with an
architect, consulting engineer, builder,
developer or self-build, the design,
technical support, installation advice
and after-sales service provided is the
same. Key to every project’s success is
engagement with the client before the
project begins so that the ﬁnished job
matches, and even surpasses, expectations.
The fact that Unipipe already has just
over 10,000 heat pump installations
throughout Ireland says it all.
Complementing Unipipe’s engineering
strengths is a quality product portfolio
comprising world-renowned brands.
Principal supply partner is NIBE AB, the
Swedish heat pump pioneer that has a
history dating back to 1949. Today it
delivers indoor climate solutions on ﬁve
continents with NIBE Group global
turnover fast approaching F4 billion.

Nick O’Donnell, Director with Stephanie O’Donnell, Associate Director and Paul
O’Donnell, Managing Director.
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Apart from the products themselves, Unipipe
also has access to the wealth of R&D,
experience, technical knowledge and
support facilities of NIBE, the beneﬁts of
which it brings to the Irish marketplace.
The extent of the NIBE heat pump
portfolio means Unipipe is unique in
having the capacity to satisfy every heat
pump requirement. While most suppliers
focus on one or maybe two heat pump
types, it offers air-to-water heat pump
systems, geothermal heat pump systems
and exhaust air heat pump systems. In
tandem with these, NIBE also offers heat
recovery ventilation and PV (solar
electricity). Hence Unipipe’s ability to
provide all-encompassing, integrated
solutions that can include its own
underﬂoor heating.
All NIBE heat pumps are extremely
quiet and are ideally ﬁtted indoors in a
utility room. They may also be located
almost anywhere else, such as a
basement or plant room. Locating them
inside saves on both installation and
running costs, unlike many other brands
where noise, or even appearance, can be
a problem. Indeed, the signature look of
NIBE’s design means the units are very
often mistaken for domestic appliances.
Latest heat pumps coming on stream
are more advanced still with cuttingedge controls allowing for the seamless
integration of all heat system elements.
Despite this level of sophistication,
operation is simple with controls now
accessible remotely via iPhones, androids
and similar electronic devices.
See the full range of products and
services at www.unipipe.ie
Contact: Paul O’Donnell, Unipipe.
Tel: 01 – 286 4888;
email: info@unipipe.ie Q
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REVIVING THE ECONOMY

Opportunities for building
services in back to work/
education stimulus package
The Government’s range of
activation measures aimed at
helping people get back to
work or education is an ideal
opportunity for building
services engineering to help
ﬁll the skills void that existed
prior the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The value
of measures amounts to over
F200 million and is a signiﬁcant
level of investment that will
provide over 80,000 additional
places for those who ﬁnd
themselves unemployed.

As part of the two packages of
support – from the Department of
Social Protection and the Department
of Further and Higher Education,
Research, Innovation and Science – an
additional 35,500 in the higher and
further education sector and 45,500
new employment support places are
being created. These measures
supplement both Departments’
existing range of programmes and will
provide a comprehensive suite of
supports available to the unemployed.
The programmes aim to upskill,
reskill, retrain and provide experience
to individuals to enable them to avail
of employment opportunities. The
measures also provide enhanced

“
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For the first time
we will financially
incentivise
employers to
hire apprentices.

incentives to employers to recruit
more apprentices and the young
unemployed.
Some of the measures in the
stimulus package include:
• The Apprenticeship Recruitment
Incentive which will provide a
ﬁnancial incentive of up to F3,000
for companies who recruit new
apprentices;
• Enhancement of the JobsPlus Subsidy
Scheme to provide subsidies of up to
F7,500 over two years for employers
who hire someone who is unemployed
and under the age of 30;
• 35,500 new places in further and
higher education to help people
reskill and, if necessary, change
their careers;
• 45,500 new places in employment
support schemes including;
Q The creation of a new work
experience programme;
QExtensions to both the “Back to
Work Enterprise Allowance” and
the “Back to Education Allowances”.
Minister for Further and Higher
Education, Research, Innovation and
Science, Simon Harris, TD (pictured)
said: “I am particularly excited about
the Apprenticeship Recruitment
Incentive. For the ﬁrst time we will
ﬁnancially incentivise employers to hire
apprentices. Employers will receive
F2,000 upfront per apprentice and
a further F1,000 after 12 months if
the apprentice is still employed.
“For businesses, we will offer,
through the Skillnet Ireland Covid-19
Employment Activation Scheme, a
range of supports including Covid
training supports, new digital skills,
management training and a Climate
Action Upskilling Scheme.”
Businesses seeking Skillnet support
should visit www.skillnetireland.ie .
For information on Apprenticeships
see www.apprenticeship.ie Q
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Left: Clive Boyd, Area Sales Manager,
Panasonic Ireland with Diamond Air
Conditioning $irectors Michael Clancy
and Graham McCann, and Vincent
Mahony, National Sales Manager,
Panasonic Ireland.

Panasonic appoints Diamond
Air as air-to-air distributor
In a major development for Directors
Michael Clancy and Graham McCann,
Diamond Air Conditioning has partnered
with Panasonic to distribute its air-to-air
range. Both Michael and Graham have
extensive experience in the industry and,
since forming Diamond Air Conditioning in
2011, have seen the company develop into
one of the leading suppliers to the heating/
cooling sector in Ireland.
“We have enjoyed considerable success
over the years,” says Clancy, “but have
never been content to sit back on our laurels.
With the ever-changing demands of the
marketplace and the incredible pace of
product and technology development, we’re
all the time evolving to ensure we satisfy
our clients’ needs. Our new partnership with
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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Panasonic is part of this process, and a
development we are very excited by.”
McCann echoes these sentiments: “As a
company we are renowned for the quality
of the service we provide and the strength
and versatility of our product portfolio.
Teaming up with Panasonic reinforces this
capability and sits perfectly with the design,
installation and technical support facilities
we provide to our large customer base.
It’s also great news that we can now offer
our biggest seller, the 20kW and 25kW
multisplit units in R32, while the extended
7-year warranty option is further proof of
our customer commitment. Our Dublin
warehouse is now fully stocked ready to
take your order for next-day delivery.
“Providing ex-stock availability of

air-to-air solutions is a critical requirement
of our dealer network. To that end, we have
partnered with a nationwide logistics provider
to ensure that all orders are processed in
a timely fashion to guarantee on-site
delivery to the required location and at
the speciﬁed time. These are drawn down
from our purpose-designed warehouse
and ofﬁce complex in Dublin where we
carry considerable stocks of the range.”
The Diamond Air Conditioning
headquarters also houses a dedicated
training centre where dealers regularly
undergo training and seminars on new
product introductions and technology
developments. The Panasonic programme is
currently being ﬁne-tuned and will commence
shortly once the dates have been conﬁrmed.
Apart from the actual product ranges,
Diamond Air Conditioning also provides
design assistance and technical support.
It works closely with the installer on all
projects to devise the best possible solution,
and to ensure that it is executed to deliver
optimum performance, energy savings, and
full compliance with all regulatory
standards and requirements.
Other team members and support staff
include Elaine Ryan, Jennifer Clancy,
Jennifer O’Connor and Alison McCann.
Between them they handle all calls,
accounts management and logistics, and
direct the query to the appropriate expert
so that the matter is dealt with in a speedy
and efﬁcient manner.
Last word to Clancy: “This is a signiﬁcant
milestone for Diamond Air Conditioning as
it marks the beginning of a new era in our
continuous evolvement. We also believe it is
signiﬁcant for our dealer network partners
as we are now giving them access to the
Panasonic air-to-air range of cutting-edge
products which will open up new
opportunities for them.”
Contact: Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie;
www: diamondair.ie Q
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In 2017, heating accounted
for a third of Ireland’s ﬁnal
energy use, according to the
Sustainable Energy Authority
of Ireland (SEAI). In Europe,
buildings are the single
largest energy consumer,
responsible for 40% of EU
energy consumption and
36% of CO2 emissions (the
European Commission). With
HVAC equipment operating
24/7, highly-efﬁcient
solutions are crucial. Kevin
Devine, General Manager
Sales, Ireland, Xylem Water
Solutions shares some key
considerations when it
comes to HVAC systems and
underﬂoor heating.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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How pumps inﬂuence
HVAC efﬁciencies
Extreme climatic shifts present
warmer summers and wetter,
colder winters. Heating a
building is challenging with
the complex demands of an
increasingly-unpredictable
climate. As some of the largest
users of energy in a building,
HVAC systems have been
among the most persecuted
in the race to secure
sustainable living and
working environments.
The Minimum Energy
Efﬁciency Standards, for
example, were introduced
to raise the number of
buildings operating at an
acceptable efﬁciency level.
With extreme seasonal changes
here to stay, modern heating
systems need to keep up.
The answer to climate
change, user expectations and
strict legislation comes in the
form of smart, scalable and
modular HVAC technology.
Innovative solutions, such as
zoned heating, variable speed
drives and plate heat
exchangers, play a key part in
managing water delivery
through all elements of the
HVAC cycle. Water technology
companies are committed to
solving challenging water issues
and are presenting innovative
solutions such as energyefﬁcient pumps, boosters,

Kevin Devine, General Manager Sales,
Xylem Water Solutions Ireland

circulators, controls, and other
systems for residential heating,
cooling and domestic water
applications. All of these smart
HVAC solutions offer improved
efﬁciency and reduced energy
consumption.
In modern buildings the
focus is on high comfort with
low energy consumption. All
components, including pumps,
must be energy efﬁcient, adapt
to the current need and play
their part in a big, complex
system. For example, the Xylem
Lowara portfolio includes the
ecocirc range of high-efﬁciency
circulator pumps for residential
heating, cooling and domestic
water applications. These
circulators are ideal for
heating and cooling, domestic
hot water, underﬂoor heating,
solar thermal and systems with
thermostatic radiator valves.
A global hotel group in Turkey
is one such example where
high-efﬁciency pumps deliver
HVAC, water supply and
wastewater solutions.
Innovative technology gives
plumbers a smarter choice by
combining high efﬁciency,
simplicity and reliability in
a single product with added
economies to the user.
Circulators equipped with a
“one turn” multifunctional
dial offer easy set up of
control modes and optimum
speed settings. For example,
constant pressure control is
ideal for systems in which the
distribution pipe is non-
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existent or very short. A prime
example is underﬂoor heating,
where the distribution pipe
consists in most cases of an
extremely short pipe run and the
manifold. In such cases, system
resistance is negligible.
Therefore, the pump should
supply the individual loops of the
underﬂoor heating system with
the same head pressure
regardless of how many rooms
are being heated.
Studies show that 10% to
15% of electricity consumption
in domestic households is due
to heating circulators. Efﬁciency
is at the forefront of products
for HVAC and variable speed
controllers are a great example
of realising energy efﬁciency.
By varying pump speed with
demand, savings in pump power
usage combine with longer
pump reliability for a lower
life-cost across commercial and
domestic HVAC applications.
Energy savings of up to 80%
with lower CO2 emissions can
be achieved compared to
standard circulators.
In addition, stainless steel
impellers provide long-term
corrosion resistance that is
paramount in HVAC
applications. High efﬁciency
motors also enhance the costeffectiveness, environmental
credentials and operating
performance of pumps. Also,
insulation shells are crucial to
keep the temperature of the
pumped liquid and surrounding
environment at just the right
level and provide protection
during transportation.
The HVAC sector necessitates
easier-to-install units that
keep on running, delivering
high efﬁciency and good value
for money, day in and day out.
It is important that HVAC
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The ecocirc range is ideal for
heating and cooling, domestic
hot water, underﬂoor heating
and solar thermal systems.

systems are designed according
to the project’s speciﬁc
requirements, and a bespoke
system may be needed. For
instance, Xylem Water Solutions’
OEM European Centre of
Excellence offers an innovative
and customised “plug and
play” solutions range to meet
customers’ speciﬁc
requirements.
As the number of new
buildings increases, how we
manage water needs careful
consideration. There are many
technologies currently available
on the market that offer a
relatively easy way of delivering
smart heating management
systems to buildings, without
requiring signiﬁcant levels of

up-front cost or intrusive
installations. High-efﬁcienct
circulators for residential
heating, cooling and domestic
water applications offer a
smarter choice. Most
technologies can be attached
or assimilated into existing
infrastructure, with room to
extend or scale the system as
and when required. The
efﬁciency gains and cost
savings to be made from such
minor changes can be very
rewarding.
For more information on
smart, scalable, modular
HVAC technology visit
https://www.xylem.com/en-ie/
solutions/commercial-buildings/
building-systems/hvac-heating Q
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FLAMEFAST CO2M 230V
meets schools guidelines on
CO2 monitoring

While everyone recognises and accepts the importance of
health and wellbeing in the school classroom, the latest
Technical Design Guidance Note June 2020 from the
Department of Education & Skills signiﬁcantly reinforces
the issue. This technical guidance design note is provided
to either update or clarify existing technical guidance
documents (TGDs) information, to provide direction on a
new provision not currently addressed in the TGDs, or to
conﬁrm the functional requirements of identiﬁed items
that have been in general practice for some time. It should
be read in conjunction with all other TGDs.
“This is a very important
document for all involved in the
school classroom environment,” says
Emmet Duffy, Managing Director,
C&F Quadrant. “In particular, those
involved in CO2 monitoring need to
refer closely to Section 6 of the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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Technical Guidance Document TDG
033, which is to be updated in its
next publication and deals
speciﬁcally with this area. As
distributors for the extensive
Flamefast portfolio of monitors and
controls, we have a vast range of

products that meet the new revised
requirements.
“The Flamefast CO2M 230V is
a particular case in point. It
comprehensively complies with the
new guidance and is a carbon
dioxide and temperature monitor
that provides a bold visual indication
using a trafﬁc light backlit LCD, as
well as having a digital readout to
display the levels/concentrations.
“Using the built-in volt free
contact, the unit can be easily
interfaced with ventilation and
window control systems, as well
as gas safety systems. The unit can
also simply be used as a trafﬁc light
indication to raise awareness of CO2
and temperature levels.”
The Flamefast CO2M 230V offers
four user selectable programmes for
different applications – two aimed at
ventilation and a further two aimed
at gas safety. Custom software
proﬁles are also available to control
the audible alarm, the relay set Point
and the trafﬁc light changeover levels,
based on any combination of CO2
and temperature.
Key features
• 100 - 240VAC power supply;
• Clear digital readout;
• Bold trafﬁc light indication;
• Volt-free contact output;
• Typical 10+ years life
expectancy;
• Self-calibrating CO2 and sensor;
• Audible alarm;
• Mounts onto any standard
single gang junction box or
conduit box
• Dimensions – Height: 125mm;
Width: 86mm; Diameter: 36mm.
Also available is the CO2M-H
which monitors not only CO2 and
temperature but humidity also.
Contact: C&F Quadrant.
Tel: 01 – 630 5757;
email: sales@cfquadrant.ie;
www.cfquadrant.ie Q
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Bullish Calpeda
looks to the future

The pandemic was a tsunami, the conjuncture between
the health crisis and the economic crisis making everything
uncertain and extremely difﬁcult to predict. Yet right
now, in the restart phase, commitment, trust and
entrepreneurial courage are needed more than ever, says
Renzo Lorenzi, Managing Director of Calpeda Spa.
Just in the days when the closure of
production activities was announced,
Lorenzi discovered that he had the
virus and found himself having to
simultaneously manage the worries
related to his health and those of the
company. Fortunately, he didn’t need
to be hospitalised. Now with his health
returned and the company once again
in production, his thoughts and energies
are on the challenges to be met
going forward.
Building Services Engineering caught
up with him recently and asked him a
number of questions about his planned
strategy for Caleda over the coming
weeks and months.

Q

How do you encourage
recovery?

Calpeda is a healthy business. We have a
strategic plan for the next 10 years that
will not be cancelled, but there is no
point in talking about strategies and
budgets right now. Rather, it is necessary
to put in place some new form of
entrepreneurship that knows how to
manage the company day by day, to
work with an order portfolio that has
become very short, and to make very
fast decisions. Flexibility is undoubtedly
the password to recovery.

Q

In times of crisis what
makes the difference?

In our case I would put the quality of
human resources and the competence
of collaborators ﬁrst. Furthermore,
the digitalisation process and the
technological investments made over
the years have proved vital. The
efﬁciency of the management system
and the ability to access data securely
have allowed us to successfully pass the
smart working test and continue to be
operational in many functions.

Q

What is the most urgent
action to implement?

I believe it is essential not to interrupt
the payment circuit. You must have the
strength to say no to customers who ask
to extend payments in order to be able
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to pay employees and suppliers in turn.
It is not only an ethical and social
responsibility choice, but also a strategic
one. Nobody is detached, every business
reality is part of a supply chain.

Q

How will international
markets change?

Q

You also see the crises
as an opportunity then?

Q

How to you see
Calpeda in the future?

Markets are reopening but the whole
world is in the same situation. Indeed,
some areas are still in the midst of an
emergency. We are facing a crisis other
than that of 2009, which was ﬁnancial
in nature. Now we are faced with a
market to be rebuilt, a structural change
in society and services. You will only be
truly competitive, and seize new
opportunities, by placing yourself on
the market with products that have
something more.

I think so. It is time to give the term
globalisation a new meaning. Certainly
this does not mean going towards
closure: we are all interconnected,
sharing knowledge is an indispensable
value and many issues must be managed
on a planetary level. But if we look at
the economy, the enhancement of
neighbouring markets and short
supply chains may constitute a new
opportunity. Regionality can be a key
to interpreting terms such as circularity
and sustainability in a concrete way, a
way to save resources and respect
nature and the environment.

I see us increasingly oriented towards
the research and production of extremely
energy-saving products, focused on the
well-being of employees and on the
quality of the work environment.
I am thinking of the great entrepreneurial
stories of our territory, of the captains of
industry who have focused not on proﬁt
but on a project and a passion. They can
be a source of inspiration, especially
right now. Q
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AIRPUR 360º
high-performance
air puriﬁer
Covid-19 has once again heightened the
importance of indoor air quality and reinforced
the emergence of WELL Certiﬁcation as an
all-embracing design concept for indoor
environments.
S&P has always been to the forefront with the introduction of
innovative products to cater for this market segment and its new
AIRPUR 360º column-type portable residential air puriﬁer is tailormade for the current circumstances.
For rooms of up to 50sq m and with a ﬂow rate of 450 m³/h,
its cylindrical design enables the air to be drawn in all ‘round, at
lower level, and then vertically discharged into the room after highefﬁciency ﬁltration. The unit incorporates a high-performance, very
quiet DC brushless motor and delivers a level of ﬁlter efﬁciency of
99.99%. There is also a UV light that eradicates viruses, bacteria
and dust mites.
Using a high-density HEPA antimicrobial ﬁlter, AIRPUR 360º ﬁlters
all ﬁne particles (diameter 2.5 μm) such as pollen and ﬁbres (PM2.5).
It also ﬁlters volatile organic compounds and, using an active carbon
ﬁlter with a honeycomb structure, the most volatile harmful
substances, along with odours (fumes), are also ﬁltered.
The stand-alone air puriﬁcation equipment 360º drum-type ﬁlter
features three-stage ﬁltration, while the large particle pre-ﬁltering
(ﬁlter Class F7 / EN 779) traps and ﬁlters large particles, such as
dust and other suspended particles (PM10).
There are four operating modes
• The UV function;
• Auto-disconnection at the ﬁlter access opening;
• Anti-tip auto-disconnection;
• Lock mode for child protection.
Other features
• Digital touch-screen control panel;
• PM numerical indicator of room air quality (μg/m³);
• Numerical indicator of relative humidity and room temperature;
• Filter change warning light;
• Fine particle ﬁltering (Class H13 HEPA ﬁlter/EN 1822).
Contact: Soler & Palau Ireland. Tel: 01 – 412 4020;
email: sales.ie@solerpalau.com Q
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POLYTHERM

One of the underﬂoor
heating originators
Polytherm Heating Systems is one of Ireland’s
leading underﬂoor heating, multi-layer, trench
heater, radiant panel and district heating specialists.
It operates from ofﬁces and warehouse facilities
in Dublin and Cork that comprise over 10,000sq m
of space.
It designs and supplies underﬂoor
heating systems to the residential,
commercial and industrial sectors,
and offers the services of in-house
specialists including design
engineers, CAD technicians and
system specialists. The focus of
Polytherm Heating Systems is to
provide quality systems that offer
maximum efﬁciency and comfort.
Twenty one years ago this coming
August, Polytherm Heating Systems
started trading. Underﬂoor heating
was new and needed to be given the
support and opportunity it deserved.
This was achieved at that time by
Seamus English who, through his
international contacts, introduced

quality products to the Irish market.
Over the next 21 years the company
has grown, augmented and delivered
hundreds of systems throughout
the country. Because of this, today
underﬂoor heating is as much part
of the conversation for architects,
designers, engineers and end-users
as any other part of the build.
The Polytherm system, based on
state-of-the-art German technology
and supported by the extensive
experience of its employees, can
be installed under almost any type
of ﬂoor, including treated wood,
tiles, carpet or even marble.
Also, as part of the Hevac Group,
Polytherm is positioned to supply

The Polytherm system can be installed under almost any type of ﬂoor.
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not only underﬂoor heating, but to
combine a full design incorporating
heat pump solutions, radiators
(aluminium or steel) and all
components required to deliver a
5-star system. Its design engineers,
combined with its PI insurance, offer
clients the security of dealing with
experienced and qualiﬁed people.
In today’s market the word
“compliance” has never been spoken
of more. It is not only a product set,
or a brand, it is the ability to take
complex technologies and combine
them. Calin Tasnadi, Product and
Compliance Manager, along with
the BDM team of Clive Leinster,
Eamon Bradshaw, Stephen Christie,
Sean Ahern, Sean McCluskey, Jason
O’Flynn and Shane Duffy, offer the
entire industry the support and
experience that is unrivalled in
the market.
Underﬂoor heating from Polytherm
Heating Systems is delivered to the
market through the company’s many
merchant outlets who support it in
accessing every city and townland in
the country. Also, its commercial
customer base is familiar with the
range of products through their
association with Hevac Ltd.
When Polytherm receives a request
for a quotation for underﬂoor
heating, the design team sets about
producing a comprehensive layout
to describe the position of the
distribution manifold and the
proposed route for the pipework in
the project. With this initial design,
Polytherm issues a bill of materials
detailing quality components such
as German-manufactured pipe,
manifolds and pipe-clipping systems,
in conjunction with various options
for electrical control of the heating
system. Giving the comprehensive
information to the client at design
stage ensures the correct attention
to detail is guaranteed.
Contact: Polytherm Heating
Systems. Tel: 01 – 419 1990;
email: donal.stafford@polytherm.ie;
www.polytherm.ie Q
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Q Carrier Air
Cooled Chiller

Q Clint Turbocor Premium
Efﬁciency Air and Water
Cooled Chillers

Q Jacir/Gohl
Cooling
Towers

Q Vertiv/Liebert
Close Control Units
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Q Carrier and Novair Air
Handling Units
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Q Vertiv/Liebert
Adiabatic FreeCooling Chiller

Q Carrier VSD Screw
Premium Efﬁciency
Air Cooled Chiller
Q Carrier Water
Cooled Chiller

Q Lu-Ve Dry Air
Cooler

Q Vertiv/Liebert Indirect
Evaporative Cooling Unit
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LightingEurope calls for

LIGHTING
TO FEATURE IN THE

THE GREEN DEAL
LightingEurope is supporting the call to scale up
renovation across Europe and is working hard to
make sure it includes lighting. Renovation is at
the heart of the European Green Deal (see page
40) and has been identiﬁed as a key driver for
social and economic recovery post COVID-19. There
cannot, and should not, be any renovation of
buildings in Europe without upgrading the lighting
installations, says Paul O‘Connor, Chairman, Lighting
Association Ireland (LAI), which is the Irish member
representative body of LightingEurope.
Many perceive lighting
mainly as a driver for energy efﬁciency
and this indeed remains one of the
core values for the lighting industry.
The now mostly accomplished
transition to LED technology has led
to up to 90% savings for European
consumers. The implementation of
a comprehensive light management
system will save 20 to 29 TWh per
year as of 2030 (Lot 37 Ecodesign
Lighting Systems <http://ecodesignlightingsystems.eu/introduction>).
However, the beneﬁts from lighting
for the health, well-being, productivity
and safety of people are rarely seen
as added value. At best, they come
for free as part of the energy
savings. These beneﬁts received more
attention in 2017, when three
biologists were awarded the Nobel
Prize for helping to explain how the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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human circadian rhythm works,
including how light affects our daily
biological cycle.
With the EU Renovation Wave
initiative, the discussion must move
beyond energy savings to also
address healthier buildings, peoples’
quality of life and a lower level of
inconvenience. We spend 90% of
our time indoors and the quality
of our indoor environment has a
direct and indirect impact on our
health, well-being, and productivity.
To date, most people think of
heating, cooling and ventilation when
referring to indoor environmental
quality. The importance of good
indoor air quality, for instance, is
well known. However, according
to LightingEurope we must look
beyond air quality and address all
aspects of indoor environmental

Paul O’Connor,
Chairman, LAI

quality which includes ventilation,
cooling, heating, daylight, electric
lighting, air-conditioning,
dehumidiﬁcation, plumbing and
building automation and controls.
The visual impact of lighting
can be felt directly, i.e. we can see
sufﬁciently to carry out our task and
for orientation. The impact on our
body and emotions from lighting
is felt more indirectly but has
meanwhile been proven in many
studies <https://www.valueoﬂighting.
eu/>. With good quality lighting
employees perform better, students
score higher, and it is known to
improve the sleep, mood and
behaviour of patients suffering
from Alzheimer disease.
LightingEurope proposes that
no renovation should take place
without an upgrade of the lighting
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“

With the EU Renovation Wave
initiative, the discussion must
move beyond energy savings to
also address healthier buildings,
people’s quality of life and a
lower level of inconvenience.

installation. It also recommends
the following:
• Focus on non-residential
buildings (public and commercial
buildings), as already set out in
the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive. It believes
that public buildings should
lead by example;
• Use LED lighting, in combination
with controls and sensors. By
switching from incandescent
lamps to energy efﬁcient LED
lamps, it is estimated that
Europeans have beneﬁtted from
up to 90% savings. Furthermore,
these lighting systems, in addition
to allowing for large energy
savings, also offer signiﬁcant
beneﬁts to the building users
with regard to their visual
comfort, wellbeing and
productivity;
• Prioritise a full renovation of
luminaires to include controls
and sensors, with a minimum
SRI level. “Just relamping” –
simple replacement of a lamp –
should be avoided. Replacing
luminaires or introducing a whole
new lighting design should be
encouraged as this will lead to
greater beneﬁts in terms of
energy savings and IEQ;
• The Smart Readiness Indicator
(SRI) should be applied across
the EU to maximise its energy
savings potential and capture
all the beneﬁts it can bring to
the wellbeing and performance
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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of building occupants. Renovations
should lead to a certain minimum
SRI score;
• Introduce mandatory minimum
requirements on IEQ. Criteria

Healthy Buildings for All was published
by an informal Indoor Environmental
Quality (IEQ) gathering of eight European
industry associations, representing
companies involved in technical building
systems and their maintenance. The
objective is to collectively promote
healthy buildings with an adequate
level of indoor environmental quality.
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for lighting can be found in EN
12464-1 and should be referenced
in the Renovation Wave initiative;
• Access to public ﬁnancing should
be subject to the fulﬁlment of
certain conditions. An obligation
to include lighting renovation to
obtain full subsidy should be
introduced.
Conditions to be fulﬁlled
• Lighting should comply with
EN 12464-1;
• Use of controls and sensors,
with minimum SRI level;
• For lighting Service 1a (occupancy
control for indoor lighting), a
minimum functionality of Level 2
(automatic detection) should be
required, as Level 2 functionality
is simple to implement and is
based on established technologies
that provide good additional
levels of energy saving and user
satisfaction as compared to
Level 1;
• For lighting Service 2 (control
artiﬁcial lighting power based
on daylight levels), a minimum
functionality of Level 3 (automatic
dimming) should be required, as
Level 3 functionality is simple
to implement and is based on
established technologies that
provide good additional levels
of energy saving and user
satisfaction as compared to
Level 2.
For more information seek
out the LighingEurope Position
Paper on Healthy Buildings at
www.lightingeurope.org Q
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Access the history of building
services engineering while taking

A TRIP DOWN
MEMORY LANE
Thanks to TU Dublin, you can now trace the
full history and development of building
services engineering in Ireland dating back
to the early 1960s by logging on to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1

TU Arrow edit.indd 2

Cover of ﬁrst issue, published April 1961.

Arrow is the TU Dublin database
of publications and research outputs
freely available online on the
repository service of the TU Dublin
Library Services. Here you can
explore thousands of works,
including every issue of Building
Services News since it was ﬁrst
published in April 1961.
Originally known as Irish Plumber
and Heating Contractor, the journal
has been in continuous publication
since, undergoing various title
changes to reﬂect the changing
face and nature of the industry
over almost 60 years. Indeed, from
just January of this year the more
astute among you will have noticed
the title is now Building Services
Engineering.
For those of you new to the
industry it is an invaluable archive
not just for the engineering
information, but also as a reference
point when researching background
on some of your older and more
mature colleagues. For them it is
an equally-valuable archive but
also offers the facility for a
nostalgic trip down memory lane.
Check it out at
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/ Q
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LIGHTING

Innovative light solutions from

Lightsolutions!
With the EU’s Green Deal and Renovation Wave initiative now
recognising the need for energy saving solutions to also consider
health and wellbeing, lighting is fast emerging as a key element
in delivering this objective. It is now well documented that
lighting affects everything from peoples’ work performance
through to their sleep patterns, and even recovery from illness,
an issue that is particularly to the fore as a consequence of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Consultants are increasingly
engaging with lighting specialists
when devising lighting solutions, and
especially so with experienced ﬁrms
offering full turnkey services.
Lightsolutions is one such company.
It is an established consultancy that
provides a full design, supply and
commissioning service covering LED
emergency lighting, LED retroﬁt
solutions and an emergency lighting
conversion facility. It delivers a holistic
approach to each project on everything
from problem diagnosis through to
design, project management and ﬁnal
certiﬁcation. Apart from safety and
regulatory compliance, all solutions
are energy efﬁcient and promote
occupier wellbeing.
It is a legal requirement that all
public premises are in compliance
with IS3217:2013, the emergency
lighting standard issued by the NSAI.
Lightsolutions’ team of FETACqualiﬁed service engineers ensure
this. They also carry out general
lighting maintenance, and offer
customers a comprehensive choice
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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“

Consultants are increasingly
engaging with lighting
specialists when devising
lighting solutions,
and especially so with
experienced ﬁrms offering
full turnkey services.

David Vaughan, Managing Director,
Lightsolutions.

of BOTH service and preventative
maintenance contracts.
Lightsolutions supplies a full
range of exit signage and escape
lighting for all applications including
industrial and architectural. All
products are manufactured in
compliance with EN60598 and are
ICEL approved. Products can also
be supplied with DALI control gear
for remote monitoring.
It also provides an overnight
lighting conversion facility of light
ﬁttings to emergency operation
covering the full range of LED
luminaires. Luminaires are converted
integrally where possible using the
latest LED emergency electronic
control gear, converting the existing
LEDs or adding in a standalone
solution. All conversions are in
compliance with ICEL 1004.
Lightsolutions has completed many
prestigious projects, including lighting
and emergency lighting system
retroﬁts to LED mains in Alto Vetro
apartments, autotest at the Gibson
Hotel, Dublin; remedial emergency
lighting works and certiﬁcation at
the Marker Hotel, Dublin; mains
lighting LED retroﬁt at Oberstown
prison, and emergency lighting at
Google Velasco.
“We are turnkey specialists when
it comes to emergency lighting and
LED retroﬁt solutions,“ says David
Vaughan, Managing Director,
Lightsolutions. “We have a wealth of
experience and expertise at our
disposal, and a team of fully-qualiﬁed
and certiﬁed engineers who can
devise tailored solutions no matter
how complex the application. These
solutions also offer full regulatory
compliance, incorporate sophisticated
energy saving features, and promote
occupier wellbeing.” Q
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LIGHTING

LIGHTING –
New SLR and ELR guidelines
In December 2019, the
European Commission
published the new Single
Lighting Regulation (SLR)
(i.e. Ecodesign Regulation
for lighting) and the
Energy Labelling
Regulation (ELR). Whereas
the SLR sets productspeciﬁc performance
requirements for energyusing and energy-related
products, the ELR lists the
labelling requirements
for selling those products
on the EU market.
While these changes have huge
implications for lighting manufacturers
and distributors, they also have huge
signiﬁcance for consultants when
specifying lighting solutions. This article
was prepared by LightingEurope as a
guidance document for is members on
SLR and ELR but contains information
that could also prove invaluable for
consultants.
The result of nearly ﬁve years of
negotiations, the SLR and ELR will apply
from 1 September 2021, except for the
removal of labelling requirements for
luminaires which started from 25
December 2019. Both will have signiﬁcant
consequences for the lighting industry.
ELR applies to light sources only, while
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While these changes have huge
implications for lighting manufacturers
and distributors, they also have huge
signiﬁcance for consultants
when specifying lighting
solutions.

SLR applies to light sources and separate
control gear, with luminaires only being
indirectly addressed. However, luminaire
manufacturers must review the rules and
ensure that their products comply with
the new requirements.
To ensure you have all the information
you need to comply with these complex
regulations, LightingEurope has put
together the following summary.
Ecodesign – improving product
performance
The Ecodesign Regulation (SLR)
establishes EU-wide rules for improving
product performance, including that
of lighting. It pertains to light sources
and separate control gear and to light
sources and separate control gears
within a containing product.
Similar to the ELR, the SLR deﬁnes a
light source to include lamps, modules,
and even some containing products.
A containing product is deﬁned as a
product containing one or more light
source(s), or separate control gears, or
both. Examples of containing products
are luminaires that can be taken apart
to allow separate veriﬁcation of the
contained light source(s), household
appliances containing light source(s)
and furniture (shelves, mirrors, display
cabinets) containing light source(s).
According to the SLR, the supplier of
a containing product must ensure that
the light source and separate control
gear used in their containing product
complies with all relevant EU legislation
– including the SLR.
As the SLR sets minimum mandatory
requirements for energy efﬁciency,
any product that fails to meet these
requirements will be phased out,
starting with products like CFLi lamps in
2021 and followed by products like T8
ﬂuorescent lamps in 2023. As this phase-

out happens,
these light sources
will need to be replaced
with new energy-efﬁcient
light sources and lighting
installations will have to be
renovated.
The new SLR introduces several
elements of the circular economy. For
example, manufacturers, importers and
authorised representatives of containing
products must ensure that light sources
and separate control gears can be easily
replaced using commonly-available tools
and without permanently damaging the
containing product. Furthermore, they
need to provide instructions on how to
“extract” a light source, which can be
explained using drawings, text, images,
etc. If a technical justiﬁcation related to
the functioning of the containing product
is provided in the technical documentation
explaining why the removal for veriﬁcation
of light sources and separate control gear
is not appropriate, then the entire
(containing) product has to satisfy all the
performance/information requirements.
The SLR requires that manufacturers,
importers and authorised representatives
of containing products provide
information about the replaceability or
non-replaceability of light sources and
control gears by end-users or qualiﬁed
persons. This information must be made
available on both the packaging and in
the user instructions, typically in the form
of a pictogram. However, these symbols
are not to be used on containing products
that are a light source (e.g., luminaires).
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LightingEurope has also developed
pictograms covering the required
information on replaceability/nonreplaceability, which are included in
the guidelines.
Summarising the SLR
• All containing products must have
replaceable light sources and control
gear (unless there is a technical
explanation for not doing so);
• If the light source and control gear
of the containing product cannot be
removed for veriﬁcation, then the
containing product is considered a light
source for all requirements of the SLR
and the corresponding energy labelling
requirements;
• Information on the replaceability
or non-replaceability of the light
source and the control gear must be
displayed on the packaging of the
containing product.
ELR – empowerment through
information
The ELR pertains to light sources and
includes lamps, modules and even
some containing products (there is
no energy label requirement for
luminaires), and requires manufacturers
to provide more information about
its energy performance and
functional parameters.

One of the ELR’s main
objectives is to empower the
customer/end-user by giving
them the information they
need to choose energy
efﬁcient products.
So, ﬁrst and foremost,
the Regulation requires
that speciﬁc product
information be provided
via a consumerfriendly energy label.
The ELR also
requires that the
manufacturer

provides information
on the product’s class,
along with relevant
technical information.
As the Regulation
applies to the entire supply
chain, there are different
requirements for what
information must be provided
by whom. For example, suppliers
(i.e. manufacturers, authorised
representatives and importers) must
place an energy label on the packaging
of all independently packaged light
sources. Furthermore, upon the request
of a dealer, the supplier has to provide a
printed version of the product information
sheet (the information must always be
available electronically).

Consequences following the SLR
• Phase-out of some conventional lighting technologies due to increased
efﬁciency requirements on performance and quality of light;
• Removability and replaceability requirements for light sources and control
gears in containing products.

Consequences following the ELR
• All light sources in scope of the SLR are also in the scope of the ELR;
• Discontinuation of energy labelling for luminaires (containing products must
be labelled only if they are a “light source”;
• New information obligations
through EPREL
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Dealers (i.e. retailers), on the other
hand, must follow their own set
of requirements. For instance, the
energy label needs to be visibly
displayed on a light source’s packaging
and, in the case of distant selling, the
label and product information sheet
must also be provided. Advertisements
promoting a product have to include not
only that product’s energy efﬁciency
class, but also the range of energy
efﬁciency classes listed on the label.
The Regulation also includes speciﬁc
obligations for online retailers and
hosting platforms. For example, online
retailers must include the energy label
and the product information sheet on the
website where the light source is sold.
By specifying the size that an energy
label must be (72x36 mm or 54x20 mm),
the ELR also regulates the minimum size
that a package can be (i.e. no smaller
than 54x20mm). All labels created based
on the old regulation must be replaced
with new labels before 1 March 2023.
If one intends to cover an old label with
a new label, one must ensure that the
new label completely covers the old
label. (Note: energy labels are no longer
required for luminaire packaging).
In addition to the labels themselves,
the ELR requires that all the information
included on a product’s energy label
and in its technical documentation also
be entered into the European Product
Database for Energy Labelling (EPREL).
As is the case with the label and
documentation themselves, entering
the required data into the EPREL is a
prerequisite for selling a product on the
European market. Since 1 January 2019,
registration of lamps in EPREL 1.0 and
providing product information is already
mandatory. The requirement of an
energy label on luminaires has been
withdrawn as of 25 December 2019.
However, although the details are not
yet entirely clear, as of 1 September 2021,
the EPREL 2.0 will also be mandatory for
light sources and containing products
considered to be a light source.
LightingEurope has also produced
guidelines for existing EPREL requirements,
while new guidelines for the next set
of requirements (applicable from
1 September 2021) are also planned.
See www.lightingeurope.com Q
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PAT LEHANE

Congrats Richie
and Amanda
Congratulations to Richard Sherlock
of Mitsubishi Electric, and of course to wife
Amanda, on the recent arrival of baby Oscar,
weighing in at a very healthy eight and a
half pounds.
Rumours that Richie
already has young Oscar
out tinkering with him on
the restoration of a vintage
tractor remain unconﬁrmed.
However, anyone who
knows Richie well
would certainly
believe it!

Seen the light yet?
Pumps, boilers, heat pumps,
controls, etc … these are technologies
we’re all familiar with in the battle to
reduce energy consumption and carbon
emissions. However, lighting is not talked
of in the same breath.
Thankfully, that’s now changing. Lighting
Association Ireland, in conjunction with
LightingEurope
(see pages 58
to 63, this issue),
is leading a
campaign for
lighting to be
included in the
EU’s Green Deal
programme and its
Renovation Wave
Paul O’Connor, initiative. Lighting
LAI Chairman
is also critical in
creating quality indoor environments and is
a key element of any wellbeing design
solution.
So, consultants and system designers,
move lighting up the priority chain when
considering indoor quality environment
solutions. It ticks all the boxes.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1
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CIBSE Building Performance Awards 2021
Entries are now open for the CIBSE Building Performance
Awards 2021 with the deadline for submissions extended to
17 September 2020. Noel Lawler Green Energy Solutions did
Ireland proud in winning the Building Performance Consultancy
category (up to 50 employees) for 2020 earlier this year. So,
now it’s over to others to keep the ﬂag ﬂying.
See www.cibse.org/building-performance-awards

Getting the focus right
I read an article recently comparing diesel with
electric-powered trains and wondered … why bother?
It was no surprise to learn that diesel-powered trains
transfer approximately 35% of energy generated by
combustion to the wheels, whereas an overhead
powerline transfers something like 95%.
The thing is, there was no mention of Coradia iLint,
the world’s ﬁrst passenger train powered by a hydrogen
fuel cell. This zero-emission train emits low levels of
noise, with steam and condensed water being the
only exhaust. Two pre-series trains completed an
18-month trial period in Germany in May of this year
and the project is now commencing a new phase.

Just as with trains, the building services sector is
also in danger of dwelling too much on old
arguments. We already have the evidence to know
what needs doing. Let’s just get on with promoting
and trialling as many new technologies as possible.

Quiz night success
Congratulations to Thomas
Dolan of OCSC on winning the inaugural
CIBSE YEN virtual quiz organised by Ryan
Loney, Chair, CIBSE YEN Ireland, and hosted
by CIBSE for members worldwide.
See Page 28.

Gas Networks
award
Gas Networks Ireland
has won the “Health and
Safety Initiative of the Year”
award for its HazCon app at
the recent international
Networks Awards 2020.

HazCon is a safety hazard
reporting system that allows
staff and contractors to report
potential safety issues they
encounter in their place of
work and surrounding areas.
The company was also a
ﬁnalist in the “Gamechanger”
category for “Dial Before You
Dig”, its online service for
checking the location of
underground gas pipes on
building sites.
Great to see international
recognition for one of our
own.
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BUILDING HIGHER
PERFORMANCE
IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

GRUNDFOS
TPE3

GRUNDFOS
MAGNA3

GRUNDFOS
GO REMOTE

SAVE MONEY, KWH AND CO2
New generation pumps can often reduce energy expenditure by 30-50%, giving you a short payback time on new
pump investments. Get an overview of your options with a free Grundfos Energy Check.
A large office building in central London is saving 318,000 kWh per year after they followed through on
recommendations they received having undertaken a Grundfos Energy Check. This amounts to a massive saving of
£30k p.a., a large reduction in CO2 emissions and an excellent ROI.
At Grundfos we are typically able to achieve savings of 30-50% for our customers with Energy Checks. The result:
short payback times, continued energy savings, and many other benefits.
How much could you save?
Visit www.grundfos.ie for more information on these and many other products and solutions.
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Choose the green solution
Panasonic
nic condensing units
uniits with naturall rrefrigerant
efrigerant — for
e stores, supermarkets,
supermark
kets, petrol stations
stations and cold rooms
room
convenience

CO2
R744

CO2 natural refrigerant
ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential) = Zero and GWP (Global
Warming Potential) = One. CO2 refrigerant has negligable
impact on the environment.

Energy savings
3.83: SEPR Cooling* - 1.92: SEPR Freezing*.
High seasonal efficient performance at medium or low
temperature.

Flexible installation
Easy and quick installation thanks to a compact and light unit.
Long piping possibility up to 100 Metres**.

Reliable quality made in Japan
We offer compressor warranties of 5 years, and 2 year
warranties on other components!

www.aircon.panasonic.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss4/1

* SEPR values has been tested at 3-part laboratory. ** Applicable for OCU-CR1000VF8 and OCU-CR1000VF8A
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